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Welcome to your CDP Climate Change Questionnaire 2020 

C0. Introduction 

C0.1 

(C0.1) Give a general description and introduction to your organization. 

CLP Holdings Limited, a company listed on the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong, is the holding company of the CLP Group. The CLP Group is an 

investor and operator in the Asia-Pacific energy sector. It has powered the dynamic growth of Hong Kong for more than a century, and serves 80% of 

the city’s population.  

 

Today, its business has expanded to Mainland China, India, Southeast Asia, Taiwan, and Australia. Its diversified portfolio of generating assets uses a 

wide range of fuels including coal, gas, nuclear and renewable sources. CLP is one of the largest external independent power producers in Mainland 

China, concentrating on low-carbon energy, including nuclear power and renewable energy. In India, it is one of the biggest renewable energy 

producers and among the largest foreign investors in the electricity sector. In Australia, its wholly-owned subsidiary EnergyAustralia is one of the 

largest integrated energy companies, providing gas and electricity to 2.47 million of households and businesses. 

C0.2 

(C0.2) State the start and end date of the year for which you are reporting data. 

 Start date End date Indicate if you are providing emissions data for past reporting years 

Reporting year January 1, 2019 December 31, 2019 No 

 

C0.3 

(C0.3) Select 

Australia 

the countries/areas for which you will be supplying data. 

 
1
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China 

China, Hong Kong Special Administrative Region 

India 

C0.4 

(C0.4) Select the currency used for all financial information disclosed throughout your response. 

HKD 

C0.5 

(C0.5) Select the option that describes the reporting boundary for which climate-related impacts on your business are being 

reported. Note that this option should align with your chosen approach for consolidating your GHG inventory. 

Other, please specify 

Operational control basis except for Scope 3 emissions, which is on equity basis 

C-EU0.7 

(C-EU0.7) Which part of the electric utilities value chain does your organization operate in? Select all that apply. 

Row 1 

Electric utilities value chain 

Electricity generation 

Transmission 

Distribution 

Other divisions 

Smart grids / demand response 

Battery storage 

Coal mining 
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C1. Governance 

C1.1 

(C1.1) Is there board-level oversight of climate-related issues within your organization? 

Yes 

C1.1a 

(C1.1a)  Identify the position(s) (do not include any names) of the individual(s) on the board with responsibility for climate-related 

issues. 

Position of 

individual(s) 

Please explain 

Board-level 

committee 

The Sustainability Committee is a Board Committee and is chaired by the CEO, who is also a member of the Board. Members of the 

Committee include Non-executive and Independent Non-executive Directors of the Board. The Committee is accountable to and is 

authorised by the Board, to investigate all matters that fall within the Terms of Reference. The objectives of the Committee are to oversee 

management and advise the Board on matters required to enable: a) the CLP Group to operate on a sustainable basis for the benefit of 

current and future generations; b) sustainable growth by maintaining and enhancing CLP Group’s economic, environmental, human, 

technological and social capital in the long term; and c) the effective management of CLP Group’s sustainability risks. Specifically, the 

Committee would review climate change related risks and opportunities, and make decisions relating to CLP’s long-term climate change 

strategy e.g. committing not to invest in any additional coal-fired generation capacity, to progressively phase out all remaining coal assets 

by 2050, and to strengthen the Climate Vision 2050 targets at least every five years. 

C1.1b 

(C1.1b) Provide further details on the board’s oversight of climate-related issues. 
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Frequency with which 

climate-related issues 

are a scheduled agenda 

item 

Governance mechanisms into 

which climate-related issues 

are integrated 

Please explain 

Scheduled – all meetings Reviewing and guiding strategy 

Reviewing and guiding major 

plans of action 

Reviewing and guiding risk 

management policies 

Setting performance objectives 

Monitoring implementation and 

performance of objectives 

Overseeing major capital 

expenditures, acquisitions and 

divestitures 

Monitoring and overseeing 

progress against goals and 

targets for addressing climate-

related issues 

The Sustainability Committee is a Board Committee. The Committee regularly reviews 

climate change-related developments globally and Climate Vision 2050, having regard to the 

following key objectives: risk management, supporting CLP Group strategy, goals and 

performance objectives setting, progress monitoring, and improving disclosure. The 

Committee also reviews and endorses management’s proposed amendments to the Energy 

Transition Targets and the Renewable Energy and Non-Carbon Emitting Clean Energy 

Targets in the Climate Vision 2050. 

In 2019, the Board and Sustainability Committee devoted considerable attention to the 

challenge of climate change ranging from its general developments to the specific impacts on 

the power sector and CLP, from both international and regional context of the markets 

relevant to CLP. This culminated in the publication of the updated Climate Vision 2050 in 

which CLP has made a number of commitments including a pledge not to invest in any 

additional coal-fired generation capacity, to progressively phase out all remaining coal assets 

by 2050 and to strengthen the Climate Vision targets at least every five years – the Board 

and the Sustainability Committee will play an increasingly important role in the oversight of 

these commitments. 

Under the guidance of the Sustainability Committee, CLP has also continued work on the 

preparation for implementing the recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related 

Financial Disclosures (TCFD). The Committee appreciated that this was a new and 

developing area and that CLP had the opportunity to help shape and formulate the climate-

related disclosures for the electric utilities. The Committee supported management on this 

work and for them to work with other utilities and consultants in this area. 
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The Audit and Risk Committee received and reviewed management’s periodic internal control 

review updates and the Group’s quarterly risk management report. As specified in the Risk 

Management Report on p.143-145, 150 of CLP’s 2019 Annual Report, climate-related risks 

were discussed under megatrends and industrial and operational risk. 

C1.2 

(C1.2) Provide the highest management-level position(s) or committee(s) with responsibility for climate-related issues. 

Name of the position(s) and/or committee(s) Responsibility Frequency of reporting to the board on 

climate-related issues 

Other C-Suite Officer, please specify 

The Sustainability Executive Committee 

Both assessing and managing climate-related risks 

and opportunities 

More frequently than quarterly 

Other, please specify 

Chief Financial Officer and the Group 
Executive Committee 

Both assessing and managing climate-related risks 

and opportunities 

More frequently than quarterly 

C1.2a 

(C1.2a) Describe where in the organizational structure this/these position(s) and/or committees lie, what their associated 

responsibilities are, and how climate-related issues are monitored (do not include the names of individuals). 

 1. The CEO is the Chairman of the Sustainability Executive Committee (SEC), which comprises CLP Group’s corporate senior executives. The Chief 

Administrative Officer is responsible for CLP’s climate change strategy on the SEC. The SEC has executive level responsibility on non-financial issues 

that have significant impact on the business, such as climate-related issues. The SEC steers the sustainability strategy of the Group and approves 

relevant deliverables. The Committee convenes four to six times a year, including before each Sustainability Committee meetings and when otherwise 

required to develop or initiate strategic sustainability projects. SEC meetings provide a platform for the executive team to shape and receive progress 

updates on current projects and to engage in strategic discussions on emerging issues.  

 

The SEC reviewed and endorsed the updates of CLP’s climate strategy, Climate Vision 2050, before presentation to the Board-level Sustainability 

Committee. Climate Vision 2050 is our commitment to transitioning to a low-carbon future and also provides guidance to our investment strategy. In 
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2019, the SEC discussed climate change-related risks and opportunities for CLP, and the ongoing work in the preparation for implementing the TCFD 

recommendations. We also conducted additional external stakeholder interviews to gauge feedback on the key material topics (including Responding 

to Climate Change) and to identify areas of improvement in our ESG reporting. These inputs were considered by the SEC and the Sustainability 

Committee. 

 

2. Our climate-related risks are considered through the integrated Enterprise Risk Management process, over which the Audit & Risk Committee 

maintains a Board oversight. The Chief Financial Officer and the Group Executive Committee (comprises CLP Group’s corporate senior executives and 

managing directors of different business units) provides management oversight and communication: 

• Provide leadership and guidance for the balance of risk and  opportunity.  

• Review and report to the Board through the Audit & Risk Committee on the material risks affecting the Group as well as their potential impact, 
their evolution, and the mitigating measures. 

• Ensure that a review of the effectiveness of the risk management framework has been conducted at least annually and provide confirmation of 
this to the Board through the Audit & Risk Committee. 

C1.3 

(C1.3) Do you provide incentives for the management of climate-related issues, including the attainment of targets? 

 Provide incentives for the management of climate-related issues Comment 

Row 1 Yes  

C1.3a 

(C1.3a) Provide further details on the incentives provided for the management of climate-related issues  (do not include the names of 

individuals). 

Entitled to 

incentive 

Type of 

incentive 

Activity 

inventivized 

Comment 
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Corporate 

executive 

team 

Monetary 

reward 

Emissions 

reduction target 

In determining incentive payments and Total Remuneration for our Executive Directors and Senior 

Management, the Human Resources and Remuneration Committee (HR&RC) considers and balances a 

broad range of performance indicators including financial (e.g. long-term growth in the share price and 

dividends), operational, safety, environmental, social, business sustainability (including responding to climate 

change), governance and compliance-related factors linked to CLP strategy. Decisions on pay reflect 

considerations of both what was achieved and how it was achieved. The determination of performance 

outcomes is not formulaic, as the HR&RC believes that their overriding responsibility is to exercise judgement 

and responsibility, ensuring alignment between shareholders and management. In assessing performance, 

quantitative operational targets related to environmental performance considered by the HR&RC include: (1) 

Regulatory non-compliance cases; (2) CO2 intensity; (3) Emissions; and (4) Renewable Energy capacity as a 

percentage of new generation portfolio. 

“Senior Management” includes our Group CEO, CFO, CAO, COO and other C-suite officers. Details please 

refer to our 2019 Annual Report page 107-109. 

C2. Risks and opportunities 

C2.1 

(C2.1) Does your organization have a process for identifying, assessing, and responding to climate-related risks and opportunities? 

Yes 

C2.1a 

(C2.1a) How does your organization define short-, medium- and long-term time horizons? 

 From (years) To (years) Comment 

Short-term 0 1 In line with the period for detailed budgeting. 

Medium-term 1 6 In line with the Business Plan horizon. 
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Long-term 6 30 We manage long-term climate change related risk with a 30 years’ timeframe. 

C2.1b 

(C2.1b) How does your organization define substantive financial or strategic impact on your business? 

 CLP has established a risk assessment tool and risk profiling criteria, a 5x5 Risk Assessment Matrix, to help assess and prioritise each identified risk 

(including physical and transition climate change risks) according to consequence and likelihood. In assessing the consequence of a risk, CLP 

considers both financial and non-financial types of consequences including: (1) People, Safety and Health (2) Environment (3) Legal and Compliance 

(4) Reputation (5) Financial, and (6) Operations and Systems. 

 

We define our financial impact with five risk levels based on the financial consequence / impact of a risk based on operating earnings or cashflow 

impact to our business plan. From level 4 (i.e. second highest risk level with >HK$360 million) or above can be considered as having a substantive 

financial impact. 

C2.2 

(C2.2) Describe your process(es) for identifying, assessing and responding to climate-related risks and opportunities. 

 

Value chain stage(s) covered 

Direct operations 

Upstream 

Downstream 

Risk management process 

Integrated into multi-disciplinary company-wide risk management process 

Frequency of assessment 

More than once a year 
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Time horizon(s) covered 

Short-term 

Medium-term 

Long-term 

Description of process 

Climate change risks are identified, assessed and managed alongside all other types of risk as part of CLP’s Risk Management Framework. 

The process involves: 

• Establishing scope, context, risk criteria; 

• Identifying risks based on relevant, appropriate and up-to-date information; 

• Analysing risks with detailed consideration of risk sources, consequences, likelihood, events, scenarios, existing controls and their 

effectiveness; 

• Evaluating the risks against the established risk criteria to rank them and prioritise management efforts; and 

• Developing control and mitigation plans. 

 

CLP adopts a quarterly integrated top-down and bottom-up risk review process at the head office level. It is a continuous and interactive 

process with stakeholder communication and consultation. 

 

Top-down Process: 

• At the Group Risk Management quarterly meetings, members of the Group Executive Committee discuss the top-tier risks and examine any 

other risk issues that they consider important. This dialogue offers an opportunity for the management to identify and respond to emerging risks 

(like climate change) early on, voice risk concerns, share risk insights, and seek risk management guidance. 

• Group Risk Management facilitates the review of emerging risks by compiling relevant information from both internal and external sources. 

• Emerging risks (such as climate change) that are identified and considered material are further assessed and monitored by relevant business 

units or group functions. 

 

Bottom-up Process: 

• Our business units and group functions are required to submit their list of material risks identified through their risk management process to 

Group Risk Management on a quarterly basis. 

• Through a diligent process of aggregation, filtering, prioritising, and consultation, Group Risk Management compiles a Quarterly Group Risk 
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Management Report for review and discussion by the Group Executive Committee. 

• Upon approval, the Report is submitted to the Audit & Risk Committee on a quarterly basis. “Deep dive” presentations on selected risks are 

presented to the Audit & Risk Committee for more detailed review and climate change continues to be one of them. 

 

Risk Assessment Tool and Method: 

CLP has established risk profiling criteria, a 5x5 Risk Assessment Matrix, to help assess and prioritise each identified risk according to its 

consequence and its likelihood. In assessing the consequence of a risk, CLP considers both financial and non-financial types of consequences 

including: 

• People, Safety and Health, 

• Environment, 

• Legal and Compliance, 

• Reputation, 

• Financial, and 

• Operations and Systems. 

 

Strategic level - CLP focuses on the identification and management of material risks associated with the pursuit of the Group’s strategic and 

business objectives. In pursuing growth opportunities, CLP aims to optimise risk and return decisions via diligent and independent review 

processes. This helps CLP to manage transitional risks such as regulatory risk. For instance, the Audit & Risk Committee was briefed on 

preparatory work that CLP was doing in response to the TCFD recommendations, in particular the engagement of a consultant to assist CLP in 

developing the relevant climate change scenarios which would form the basis of strategic decision making and climate-related disclosures. The 

Committee was satisfied that the engagement was made based on the consultant's preeminent expertise and experience in this new and 

developing area of work. As a result, Group Sustainability received the remit to work with the consultant to develop scenario analysis and seek 

input from Group Functions and business units for the subsequent risk identification and management. 

 

Operational level - CLP categorises its risk profile into regulatory, financial, market, commercial, and industrial & operational risks. To further 

align with the TCFD, CLP tracks these top-tier risks at the group level with the two main climate-related risk drivers: physical and transition. 

Acute physical risk may directly affect our operation in renewable energy production or supply chain. For instance, there is a potential physical 

risk if a pylon is damaged by strong winds e.g. during a super-typhoon service could be disrupted affecting a large service area, and it could 

take a prolonged period of time for service to be restored. The Power System and Asset Management function is aware of the potential damage 

of super-typhoons on our assets and raised this identified risk to Group Risk Management for their further review. Considering the potentially 
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high impact on service failure and financial loss in physical damages on our power systems, this risk is included in the top-tier risk register of the 

Group for better management as well as oversight by the Group Executive Committee and the Audit & Risk Committee. In light of this, the 

400kV overhead lines and towers have been strengthened and a super-typhoon response protocol and coordinating system has been 

established. Besides, regular drills, post-typhoon reviews are also conducted to ensure the smooth execution of contingency plans when 

needed. In response and thanks to the company’s climate resilience efforts, there were no systemic power failures during the passage of the 

Hurricane Signal No. 10, Mangkhut, in Hong Kong during September 2018. 

C2.2a 

(C2.2a) Which risk types are considered in your organization's climate-related risk assessments? 

 Relevance & 

inclusion 

Please explain 

Current 

regulation 

Relevant, 

always 

included 

CLP operates in a heavily regulated industry and regulatory risk remains the key challenge for us. CLP’s operations in Hong 

Kong is regulated by the Government under the Scheme of Control (SoC). The new Scheme of Control Agreement (SCA) 

came into effect from October 2018, which covers a term of over 15 years ending on 31 December 2033, and provides a 

clear and certain regulatory framework for the future development of the electricity sector in Hong Kong, enabling us to plan 

ahead and make the appropriate investments to meet the Government’s energy policy objectives. The SCA defines our role 

as an electricity provider, and provides a regulatory framework for the Hong Kong Government to monitor our operating 

performance and financial affairs. It also includes a midterm plan aiming to support the Hong Kong Government’s carbon 

reduction target by constructing the infrastructure needed to secure a reliable and stable electricity supply. However, the 

risk remains of more stringent regulatory changes in the medium to longer term. Our Australian business continues to face 

regulatory uncertainty on numerous fronts including carbon legislation, renewable energy target, spot market rule changes, 

emissions reduction scheme and retail pricing re-regulation. They may restrict the margin recovery, increase the complexity 

as well as the cost of market operations. The new CO2 emissions reduction targets may have implications for Yallourn 

power station and mine, and the Victorian Government is expected to finalise these targets by the second quarter of 2020. 

In Mainland China, the implementation of power sector reforms including market power sales, transmission and distribution 

pricing mechanism, new on-grid tariff setting mechanism, the spot electricity wholesales market and emission trading, has 

been gathering pace. The practical implications may vary from province to province and may have adverse consequences 

for our existing operations. 
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Emerging 

regulation 

Relevant, 

always 

included 

CLP operates in a heavily regulated industry and regulatory risk remains the key challenge for us to manage or prevent 

potential consequences like stranded assets. However, the risk remains of more stringent regulatory changes in the 

medium to longer term. In early Jan 2017, HK Government released its Climate Action Plan 2030+, calling for a reduction of 

Hong Kong’s carbon intensity by 65 to 70% by 2030 using 2005 as the base. Government also planned that coal-fired 

generating units would be phased down upon normal retirement and replaced them with natural gas and non-fossil fuel 

sources. In Jun 2019, the government of Hong Kong has launched a long-term decarbonisation consultation. It may require 

further decarbonising electricity generation, and thus have a strong bearing on regulatory compliance risk over the long-

term. Our Australian business continues to face regulatory uncertainty on numerous fronts including carbon legislation, 

renewable energy target, spot market rule changes, emissions reduction scheme and retail pricing re-regulation. They may 

restrict the margin recovery, increase the complexity as well as the cost of market operations. In Mainland China, the 

implementation of power sector reforms including market power sales, transmission and distribution pricing mechanism, 

new on-grid tariff setting mechanism, the spot electricity wholesales market and emission trading, has been gathering pace. 

The practical implications may vary from province to province and may have adverse consequences for our existing 

operations. 

Technology Relevant, 

always 

included 

The electricity industry is witnessing change at an unprecedented pace. The world is entering a fourth industrial revolution 

built on Artificial Intelligence (AI), digitalisation, automation and advanced robotics. The fourth industrial revolution is 

advancing exponentially by connecting cities, farms, power plants, homes and factories through an emerging technology 

platform called the Internet of Things (IoT). These advancements present serious challenges to the business models of 

incumbents in traditional sectors of the economy. For example, renewables and energy storage technologies are already 

improving efficiency and facilitating flexibility within energy systems. Nimble and data-driven competitors have the 

opportunity to bring further disruption to the industry. As more renewable energy is introduced into the system, its 

intermittent nature could pose challenges to system stability and reliability. At the same time, consumer appetite for new, 

better and often more integrated experiences continues to present tremendous opportunities for established players with 

the financial capacity to develop or invest in the latest innovations. 

 

Besides, while CLP's operations are becoming more digital and more information is stored in cyber space, this makes the 

organisation more vulnerable to cyberattacks. Effective cyber defence becomes fundamental to protect the business. The 

Group is expected to detect and respond to any incident promptly, and resume normal operations and minimise 

inconvenience to its customers. 
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Legal Relevant, 

always 

included 

Climate related litigation claims being brought before the courts by property owners, government agencies, insurers, 

shareholders and NGOs are increasing. Reasons for such litigations may include the failure to mitigate impacts of climate 

change, failure to adapt climate change, and the insufficiency of disclosure around material financial risks. It could be 

related to energy market volatilities, failure to supply energy reliably or other climate-related incidents. This risk is emerging 

and will potentially affect our business and the markets in which we operate in the future. 

The company closely monitors emerging regulations, and ensures that it is prepared for new regulations before they 

become effective. It covers relevant aspects such as climate change and environmental legal risks across all markets with 

operations. 

Market Relevant, 

always 

included 

There are potential shifts in supply and demand for certain commodities, products and services as climate change risks and 

opportunities are increasingly taken into account. Reduction in energy demand from grid in Australia linked to structural 

changes in customer demand is partly driven by residential customers shifting to roof-top solar and in-home technologies 

for energy usage management. Rising costs of our business in HK, particularly higher fuel costs as a result of increasing 

gas consumption necessary to meet customer’s expectation in lower-carbon energy, are increasing tariff pressure in the 

longer term. Pass-through of higher but volatile costs may be challenged or delayed. Structural changes in customer 

demand similar to Australia could be emerged in HK and other markets. 

Reputation Relevant, 

always 

included 

CLP’s reputation could be affected by a climate-driven HSSE incident at construction or operating projects, causing multiple 

fatalities, non-compliance and/or severe environmental impact. CLP’ reputation could also be subject to changing customer 

or community perceptions of our contribution to a lower-carbon economy. For instance, as the sole electricity provider in 

part of Hong Kong, many companies rely on CLP’s decarbonisation effort to reduce their scope 2 emissions. Hence failure 

for CLP to achieve the committed carbon intensity target may damage our brand and reputation. 

Acute 

physical 

Relevant, 

always 

included 

Physical risks resulting from climate change can be event driven causing direct damage to assets and indirect impacts from 

supply chain disruption. This will potentially affect our business and the markets in which we operate. In recent years, 

extreme weather conditions occur more frequently as a result of climate change, with stronger destructive power, posing 

threat to supply reliability. CLP’s power supply is at particular risk from super typhoons, storm surge, lightning strikes and 

high temperature. Among the countries that we currently have operations, Hong Kong, India and Australia are especially at 

physical risk of typhoon, extreme hot days, and high rainfall respectively. It may adversely affect our facilities and 

operations leading to voltage dips, unstable supply or even power interruptions, etc. Hydropower plants are also susceptible 

to risk of landslides and dam safety, due largely to unusual floods. 
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Chronic 

physical 

Relevant, 

always 

included 

Physical risks resulting from climate change can be long-term shifts in climate patterns (e.g. wind, solar, precipitation, 

temperature). Among the countries that we currently have operations, India and Australia are especially at physical risk of 

extreme hot temperature, and high precipitation respectively. This will potentially affect our business and the markets in 

which we operate. Our investment decisions in renewable energy projects, such as wind, solar and hydropower, rely on 

accurate long-term forecast of climate patterns. Changes in long-term climate patterns may affect the expected 

performance of our wind, solar and hydropower projects. 

C2.3 

(C2.3) Have you identified any inherent climate-related risks with the potential to have a substantive financial or strategic impact on 

your business? 

Yes 

C2.3a 

(C2.3a) Provide details of risks identified with the potential to have a substantive financial or strategic impact on your business. 

 

Identifier 

Risk 1 

Where in the value chain does the risk driver occur? 

Direct operations 

Risk type & Primary climate-related risk driver 

Current regulation 

Mandates on and regulation of existing products and services 

Primary potential financial impact 

Increased direct costs 
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Company-specific description 

In our core market of Hong Kong, the Government of Hong Kong has established a fuel mix target of gas-fired power generation of around 50% 

in 2020. To support this environmental policy, CLP has added local gas-fired generation capacity and will be using more natural gas for 

electricity generation going forward. This energy transition has implications for CLP’s fuel supply chain. CLP may be exposed to the risk of 

maintaining gas supply security at a competitive price. 

Time horizon 

Medium-term 

Likelihood 

Unlikely 

Magnitude of impact 

High 

Are you able to provide a potential financial impact figure? 

No, we do not have this figure 

Potential financial impact figure (currency) 

 

Potential financial impact figure – minimum (currency) 

 

Potential financial impact figure – maximum (currency) 

 

Explanation of financial impact figure 

Failure to manage the risk would bring higher fuel (gas) cost, which would consequently increase electricity tariffs and may impact electricity 

sales if the increase is too high. 

Cost of response to risk 

5,000,000,000 
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Description of response and explanation of cost calculation 

CLP has taken steps to increase diversity of sources of natural gas and ensure security of supply. There are at present two key sources of 

natural gas supply. CLP receives gas from China National Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC) through submarine pipeline from Yacheng, 

Wenchang and other gas fields in the South China Sea. CLP also receives natural gas supplies from the West-East-Pipeline Phase II which is a 

part of the mainland gas network connected to our power station via Dachan Island in Shenzhen. 

 

CLP is developing an offshore LNG terminal in Hong Kong waters. Once completed, the facility will enhance and diversify CLP’s gas supply, 

adding supply security and the flexibility to access competitively-priced gas from the global LNG market for the long term. This will help to 

reduce pressure on electricity tariffs. Our share of capital expenditure of the LNG Terminal in response to this risk is estimated to be around 

HK$5-6 billion. Note that the project is underway and there are many variables to affect this cost. 

Comment 

Given the highly commercially and price sensitive nature of the information of projected fuel price and capital expenditure for the power 

generation system, any public release of these information is likely to be problematic and undesirable as there will be detrimental consequences 

to the Company, our customers and shareholders. Amongst other things, knowledge of the confidential information by suppliers may result in 

potential abusive pricing arrangements prejudicing our ability to negotiate effectively in global supply markets. 

 

Identifier 

Risk 2 

Where in the value chain does the risk driver occur? 

Direct operations 

Risk type & Primary climate-related risk driver 

Emerging regulation 

Mandates on and regulation of existing products and services 

Primary potential financial impact 

Other, please specify 
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Increased cost base at legacy assets and / or decreased output or revenue from legacy assets 

Company-specific description 

The introduction of new Australian Federal or State Government rules or policy measures that constrain the operation of greenhouse gas 

emitting assets or promote the growth of competing clean energy generators would impact our legacy asset earnings to differing extents. These 

interventions would either reduce the output of our more carbon-intensive electricity generation assets, through measures such as limiting non-

carbon co-pollutants, placing outright limitations on carbon dioxide or plant operating life, or subsidies for other, cleaner generators that supplant 

some of our plants’ volumes. Such measures would decrease our more carbon-intensive asset revenues (Yallourn and Mt Piper), or increase 

the costs of regulatory compliance, reducing margins overall. 

Time horizon 

Medium-term 

Likelihood 

About as likely as not 

Magnitude of impact 

High 

Are you able to provide a potential financial impact figure? 

Yes, an estimated range 

Potential financial impact figure (currency) 

 

Potential financial impact figure – minimum (currency) 

413,000,000 

Potential financial impact figure – maximum (currency) 

1,238,000,000 

Explanation of financial impact figure 
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The potential financial impact is estimated to be between AU$75mil to AU$225mil, which is equivalent to HK$413mil to HK$1,238mil (1:5.5). 

The potential financial impact range reflects reduced portfolio EBITDAF estimates under a scenario in which the State governments in the 

regions in which we operate implement both legislated and indicated policy positions that boost renewable energy, and directly or indirectly 

reduce earnings from coal-fired generators. The loss of value under this scenario is assessed as the difference between EBITDAF per annum 

under a central market outlook compared to a higher renewable generation penetration scenario. It implies lower generation volumes and 

revenues from our Yallourn and Mt Piper coal-fired power stations and some changes in our wholesale trading position. The financial impact is 

estimated only and may change. 

Cost of response to risk 

 

Description of response and explanation of cost calculation 

Changes relating to our legacy assets’ output ensuing from direct and indirect interventions made by Federal and State governments are built 

into the annual budget and cannot easily be split out as a separate item. 

 

Our plans remain to run the Yallourn coal plant to 2032 or for as long as policy, regulation and the market permit. To assist system planning and 

the local community, we have committed to giving at least five years' notice of its closure where circumstances remain within our control. At the 

same time, investments in gas-fired power, renewables, electricity storage including pumped hydro and battery technology, are under 

consideration. 

Comment 

 

 

Identifier 

Risk 3 

Where in the value chain does the risk driver occur? 

Direct operations 

Risk type & Primary climate-related risk driver 
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Chronic physical 

Changes in precipitation patterns and extreme variability in weather patterns 

Primary potential financial impact 

Decreased revenues due to reduced production capacity 

Company-specific description 

Performance of renewable generation is highly influenced by weather patterns. In particularly, anomalous patterns in annual wind variability, 

including longer term shift of wind pattern as a result of climate change, may adversely impact on CLP’s plant availability and performance. CLP 

operates large portfolios in India and China and has a high concentration of long-term PPA’s in Australia where the impact of this risk could be 

greater. 

 

In 2019, renewables accounted for 10% of CLP’s operating earnings. With renewable energy capacity expected to grow, the Company’s 

earnings are increasingly prone to the impact of changing weather patterns. 

Time horizon 

Long-term 

Likelihood 

About as likely as not 

Magnitude of impact 

Medium 

Are you able to provide a potential financial impact figure? 

Yes, a single figure estimate 

Potential financial impact figure (currency) 

63,000,000 

Potential financial impact figure – minimum (currency) 
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Potential financial impact figure – maximum (currency) 

 

Explanation of financial impact figure 

CLP has a diversified renewable energy portfolio consisting today of over 1.4GW of Wind, 577MW of solar and 490MW of hydro power under 

our operations and around 1GW of minority interests in various renewable assets. The varying technologies complement each other and give 

CLP a portfolio with risk protection against the challenges of climate change. In areas with water shortages and less rainfall, we will see higher 

levels of irradiation and higher generation. Additional soiling losses, due to low water, will be managed by the use of water-less robots and 

advance cleaning methods. The shift of seasonal winds has a low impact on our existing wind farms, but the effects of increased or decreased 

winds will have a corresponding effect on generation and revenues. CLP constantly monitors the wind and irradiance levels and measures 

trends of these factors over time. Future projects and investments will be assessed on a case-by-case basis taking these trends into account. 

 

The rationale of calculating the potential revenue gain/loss is described below: 

In 2019, CLP’s operating earnings of renewables was HKD1,260 million. Based on the impacts outlined above we assume operating earnings 

may be influenced by 5%, giving us a financial impact figure of HKD 63 million. This accounts for 0.53% of the total operating earnings based on 

2019 figures. 

Cost of response to risk 

0 

Description of response and explanation of cost calculation 

When CLP is planning to construct a wind farm in China, a regional design institute will be engaged to perform a design review. An example is 

the recently commissioned Laiwu III Wind Farm where, prior to construction, the design institute, Shandong Electric Power Engineering 

Consulting Institute Corp., Ltd., analysed the historic weather data in the region and proposed a design suitable for the operating life of the wind 

farm, including metrics such as the highest recorded wind speeds and rainfall levels. When CLP engaged the wind turbine manufacturer, we 

specified the design parameters and conducted factory visits to ensure these specifications were adhered to. In addition, CLP erected 

meteorological masts at the site to continually monitor, among other things, the wind speed, direction and precipitation. The costs were 

therefore capitalised up-front, and no additional cost is expected to manage climate change risks. 

 

CLP recognises the potential for digital technology to transform not only the energy industry, but the world. Therefore, CLP embraces the 
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challenge to better harnessing the power of technology and improve performances. For instance, we use innovative solutions, leveraging digital 

technologies to improve operations, boost efficiency and enhance safety. Data analytics and AI technologies are used to monitor the operations 

of different assets including wind, solar and coal-fired generation facilities. 

In some of our solar assets, data from thermal cameras fitted to aerial drones is analysed using AI algorithms to identify potential performance 

issues and defects in equipment. Drones are also deployed for plant inspection and security management. Besides, we have increased the use 

of robots for cleaning photovoltaic panels at our Sihong solar plant in Mainland China. These digital technologies are playing a bigger role in 

building intelligent power plants with higher management efficiency. 

 

The technology employed by CLP is designed robustly enough to cope with any changes in climate change and the data gathering on wind 

speed and irradiance is built into our technology, so CLP does not ascribe any additional cost to manage this risk at this time i.e. cost of 

response to risk is 0. As mentioned above, the long-term trends on resource data is taken into account when potential projects and investment 

decisions are made. 

Comment 

 

C2.4 

(C2.4) Have you identified any climate-related opportunities with the potential to have a substantive financial or strategic impact on 

your business? 

Yes 

C2.4a 

(C2.4a) Provide details of opportunities identified with the potential to have a substantive financial or strategic impact on your 

business. 

 

Identifier 

Opp1 
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Where in the value chain does the opportunity occur? 

Direct operations 

Opportunity type 

Products and services 

Primary climate-related opportunity driver 

Development and/or expansion of low emission goods and services 

Primary potential financial impact 

Increased revenues through access to new and emerging markets 

Company-specific description 

Across our different geographies, the demand for lower emission energy sources differ, and we are responding accordingly. In relatively under-

served countries like India, electrification can provide access to cleaner energy sources: a 2018 report from the Energy Transition Commission 

projects that increasing the share of electricity to 60% of the total energy mix would help achieve net zero emissions by around 2060. To realise 

this potential and to ensure continued security of electricity supply, significant investments in efficient and flexible system infrastructure including 

smarter and resilient transmission and distribution infrastructure is essential. A smart, digitalised system is required to manage congestion and 

dispatch, interconnections, security and stability of supply. 

 

Previously CLP only had transmission and distribution services in Hong Kong, but in 2019 expanded its footprint in transmission infrastructure to 

India. Mainland China is also undergoing extensive power market reforms with clear direction for decarbonisation of the electricity supply. Hong 

Kong, as a market located closely to Mainland China, may benefit from cleaner energy sources from Mainland China via CLP’s enhancement of 

the existing cross-border transmission network. 

Time horizon 

Short-term 

Likelihood 

Very likely 

Magnitude of impact 
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Medium-low 

Are you able to provide a potential financial impact figure? 

Yes, a single figure estimate 

Potential financial impact figure (currency) 

5,257,000,000 

Potential financial impact figure – minimum (currency) 

 

Potential financial impact figure – maximum (currency) 

 

Explanation of financial impact figure 

The Group’s total operating earnings for the year 2019 was HK$12,389,000,000. Transmission, Distribution and Retail accounts for 42% of this, 

amounting to HK$5,257,000,000. The rest of the earnings are from electricity generation and other businesses. Part of CLP’s decarbonisation 

strategy is to grow our T&D business in the coming years. 

Cost to realize opportunity 

5,252,000,000 

Strategy to realize opportunity and explanation of cost calculation 

CLP is expanding its portfolio and exploring new business opportunities to support its low-carbon transition. In Hong Kong, the Clean Energy 

Transmission System connecting the CLP Power Hong Kong grid to Guangdong province is planned to be enhanced by 2025, improving 

accessibility to clean energy resources and enabling further reduction of fossil fuel use in Hong Kong. In 2019, CLP India entered the 

transmission and distribution business in India via acquisition of 240 km of transmission lines. The acquisition reinforces CLP’s commitment to 

expand its low-carbon investments. 

 

In Hong Kong, we will enhance the Clean Energy Transmission System (CETS) network with China Southern Power Grid and Daya Bay 

Nuclear Power Station. When completed in 2025, this could help to advance the achievement of Hong Kong’s 2030 carbon intensity reduction 

target by as much as five years. It may also reduce the need for additional capital investment in new gas units to replace the coal units which 
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are due to retire in 2025 and beyond. 

 

The amount provided above is the capital investments incurred in the year 2019 for covering the Transmission, Distribution and Retail segment 

across the India and Hong Kong businesses. The Group’s total capital expenditure for the year 2019 was HK$12,028,000,000. HK$5.252 billion 

is incurred as capital investment of the Transmission, Distribution and Retail segment, accounting for 44% of the total capital expenditure. The 

rest of the investment are for electricity generation and other businesses. 

Comment 

 

 

Identifier 

Opp2 

Where in the value chain does the opportunity occur? 

Downstream 

Opportunity type 

Products and services 

Primary climate-related opportunity driver 

Shift in consumer preferences 

Primary potential financial impact 

Increased revenues resulting from increased demand for products and services 

Company-specific description 

Technology is advancing fast in the development of electric vehicles (EV), with many more models becoming available. There are still 

challenges though, with potential users needing some reassurance over vehicle range as well as the availability of charging points. Total cost of 

ownership is still sensitive to vehicle purchase price differences and the relative running costs of fossil fuels and electricity. Although constantly 

improving, EV performance in terms of power and range still falls behind internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles in some industry specific 
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applications, such as Heavy Goods Vehicles. 

 

Having said that, there is significant potential for reductions in both carbon and roadside air emissions by using EV technologies that are readily 

available. One example is the suggestion from the public engagement exercise on Hong Kong's Long Term Decarbonisation Strategy to 

promote adoption of electric vehicles (EVs) in the city. A pilot study showed that commercial EVs have about 30% less emissions on average 

than their internal combustion engines (ICE) counterparts on the same mileage travelled. 

According to the Global EV Outlook published by the International Energy Agency (IEA) in 2019, GHG emissions for a mid-size car on a fuel 

and vehicle life-cycle basis is about one-third lower for EVs, based on a global average carbon intensity of electricity at 0.518kgCO2/kWh, which 

is roughly equivalent to Hong Kong’s current fuel mix. The actual carbon intensity of electricity will continue to decline in Hong Kong as the fuel 

mix shifts to natural gas in the coming years. 

 

With this in mind, CLP is actively developing EV infrastructure in Hong Kong by providing free charging facilities to the public and helping 

individual and commercial organisations to install relevant facilities, to facilitate market development. With more customers shifting to EV, an 

economy of scale could be achieved in establishing the infrastructure and increase electricity demand for mobility. 

Time horizon 

Short-term 

Likelihood 

Likely 

Magnitude of impact 

Medium-low 

Are you able to provide a potential financial impact figure? 

Yes, a single figure estimate 

Potential financial impact figure (currency) 

102,000,000 

Potential financial impact figure – minimum (currency) 
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Potential financial impact figure – maximum (currency) 

 

Explanation of financial impact figure 

The potential financial impact figure presented is the estimated annual electricity consumption in Hong Kong by 2030 due to EV usage, which 

indicates the additional revenue for CLP based on increased demand in electricity consumption for EV charging. 

 

According to the Global EV Outlook 2020 report of International Energy Agency, electric car sales have soared in the first half of the decade. In 

IEA’s Stated Policies Scenario, under the assumptions taken, the global electric vehicle stock (excluding two/ three-wheelers) reaches nearly 

140 million vehicles in 2030, and accounts for 7% of the global vehicle fleet. 

 

We use the following assumptions to calculate its financial impact to CLP: 

1) Number of EV in HK in 2030 – Assuming the total number of vehicles remain the same as 2019’s figure (total number of licenced vehicles 

excluding two/three-wheelers; referencing Transport Department, HKSAR Government), and EV accounts for the similar share of the global 

vehicle fleet in HK i.e. Number of EV in HK in 2030 = 735,429 x 7% = 51,480 units 

2) Annual driving distance and electricity consumption – Average annual driving distance is estimated to be around 10,000 km/ year in Hong 

Kong, in which each kWh is estimated to be able to drive 5.15km for EV in 2021. i.e. Annual electricity consumption of EVs in HK = 51,480 units 

of EV x 10,000 km/ 5.15 = 99.96 million kWh 

3) CLP’s electricity tariff and financial opportunity – The energy charge is 101.6 cents per unit for non-residential area in 2020, assuming it 

remains constant. i.e. Annual estimated financial impact to CLP by 2030 due to EV usage = 99,960,000 kWh x $1.016= 102 million HKD 

Cost to realize opportunity 

60,000,000 

Strategy to realize opportunity and explanation of cost calculation 

To demonstrate CLP’s commitment to EV development, in 2019, the Company joined the global EV100 initiative run by the international non-

profit organisation The Climate Group, a first amongst Hong Kong companies. Availability of supporting facilities such as charging stations is 

one of the obstacles for wider EV adoption. CLP is actively developing EV infrastructure by providing charging facilities to the public and helping 

individual and commercial organisations to install relevant facilities. As of end-2019, CLP invested around HK$60 million in public charging 

stations. 
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Comment 

 

 

Identifier 

Opp3 

Where in the value chain does the opportunity occur? 

Direct operations 

Opportunity type 

Products and services 

Primary climate-related opportunity driver 

Development and/or expansion of low emission goods and services 

Primary potential financial impact 

Increased revenues resulting from increased demand for products and services 

Company-specific description 

Technological innovation, regulatory incentives, cost efficiencies and growing consumer and industrial demand are increasing the commercial 

viability of clean energy. Renewable power capacity is expected to expand by 50% in the next five years. CLP is decarbonising the electricity it 

generates in line to local policies. Diversifying CLP’s asset portfolio with non-carbon sources of energy helps lower the GHG emissions, as well 

as reduce the reliance on revenue from fossil fuel-based generation. 

Our different geographies have different roadmaps for decarbonisation. For instance, Mainland China is undergoing extensive power market 

reforms with clear direction for energy transition towards decarbonization and India continues with an aggressive competitive bidding regime for 

development of renewable and low-carbon assets. We will maintain a diversified portfolio and will continue to build our renewable energy 

portfolio as the right opportunities emerged. As Australia transitions to a cleaner energy future, we had to optimize our diversified portfolio of 

generating assets to ensure supply reliability. 

 

The renewable and non-carbon generation capacity in operation and under construction has been increasing. CLP has also entered into long-
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term capacity and energy purchase agreements. As of end-2019, non-carbon generating capacity stands at 4,069 MW, supplemented by an 

additional 1,910 MW of long-term capacity and energy purchase; together they account for 24.9% of the portfolio. 

Time horizon 

Medium-term 

Likelihood 

More likely than not 

Magnitude of impact 

Medium-high 

Are you able to provide a potential financial impact figure? 

Yes, a single figure estimate 

Potential financial impact figure (currency) 

1,260,000,000 

Potential financial impact figure – minimum (currency) 

 

Potential financial impact figure – maximum (currency) 

 

Explanation of financial impact figure 

Renewable energy sources contributed to 10% of CLP’s operating earnings (before unallocated expenses) in 2019, amounting to HK$1,260 

million. It is expected that the operating earnings from renewable energy source will grow in the future. 

Cost to realize opportunity 

615,000,000 

Strategy to realize opportunity and explanation of cost calculation 
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In 2019, total capital investments (on accrual basis) was HK$12,028 million, in which renewable energy amounted to 5% (HK$ 615 million) and 

nuclear energy to 3% (HK$352 million). The figures include additions to fixed assets, right-of-use assets and intangible assets, investments in 

and advances to joint ventures and associates, and acquisition of business. In 2019 for example, Coleambally Solar Farm (105MW) and 

Bodangora Wind Farm (67.8MW) in Australia commenced operations in January and April respectively. We also acquired remaining equity of 

Veltoor and Gale wind farms (45.9 equity MW) as well as commissioned a new solar farm in China (36.13 equity MW). 

Comment 

 

C3. Business Strategy 

C3.1 

(C3.1) Have climate-related risks and opportunities influenced your organization’s strategy and/or financial planning? 

Yes, and we have developed a low-carbon transition plan 

C3.1a 

(C3.1a) Does your organization use climate-related scenario analysis to inform its strategy? 

Yes, qualitative and quantitative 

C3.1b 

(C3.1b) Provide details of your organization’s use of climate-related scenario analysis. 

Climate-related 

scenarios and models 

applied 

Details 

RCP 4.5 

RCP 8.5 

In reviewing the Climate Vision 2050, CLP carried out Group-level scenario analyses to test the impact on our business of varying 

speeds of transition to a low carbon future in each of our markets, along with different options for implementing our approach. The 
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IEA Sustainable 

development scenario 

Nationally determined 

contributions (NDCs) 

Other, please specify 

IEA STEPS 

time horizons considered are at 10-year internals, until 2030, 2040 and 2050. 

1. Simulations of how the business would look in terms of carbon-intensity, non-carbon and renewable generation capacity in 

2020, 2030, 2040 and 2050 (to align with our target-setting’s timeframe) under slow, medium, and fast transition scenarios were 

developed. 

 

Based on the analysis, CLP’s climate strategy, Climate Vision 2050, was updated in 2017, with more ambitious decadal targets 

align the corporate strategy with the Paris Agreement goals. In line with the new decarbonisation strategy, CLP has made several 

commitments: (1) No investments in additional coal-fired generation capacity; (2) Continue to identify opportunities to accelerate 

the phase-out of coal from the CLP generation portfolio; and (3) Increase the renewable energy capacity, and focus on 

opportunities in transmission and decentralised smart energy solutions. In addition, the Company will strengthen its targets no 

less than every 5 years. 

 

CLP has also taken steps to consider the resilience of Climate Vision 2050 against a high-carbon and a low-carbon scenario 

outlined below. These scenarios describe alternative outcomes to enable the Group to carry out deeper analysis of potential 

physical and transition changes. CLP will continue to monitor the operational landscape to better understand the uncertainty that 

is embedded within these scenarios. 

 

2. A low carbon scenario referencing RCP4.5 and the IEA Sustainable development scenario, was used to assess transition risks. 

Under this scenario, emissions decline from 33 gigatonnes (Gt) in 2020 to less than 10 Gt by 2050, in line with the Paris 

Agreement to limit warming to 1.5-2’C by 2100. 

Transition risks are considered more impactful to CLP’s business under this scenario. For instance, carbon pricing reaches USD 

$125-140 per tCO2 by 2040, and renewables have a 67% share of global electricity generation by 2040. The high carbon price 

would put pressure on the continual operation of coal and gas assets and accelerating decarbonisation is incentivised. 

 

3. The high carbon scenario referencing RCP8.5 and IEA STEPS was used to assess physical risks. Under this scenario, 

emissions continue to rise, peaking after 2040 and resulting in warming reaching 3-4’C by 2100. 

Physical risks are considered more impactful to CLP’s business under this scenario. For instance, in our Australian market, the 

highest monthly rainfall over a 10-year period decreases by 0.7mm by 2050 compared to historic averages; whereas in India, the 
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number of extreme hot days with temperatures above 40’C increases by 23 days per year by 2050 compared to historic averages. 

These would have an impact on the physical integrity of our assets. 

C3.1d 

(C3.1d) Describe where and how climate-related risks and opportunities have influenced your strategy. 

 Have climate-related risks and 

opportunities influenced your 

strategy in this area? 

Description of influence 

Products and 

services 

Yes [Long-term impact] CLP’s energy generation portfolio and product-related strategy are closely related to 

risks and/or opportunities from government commitments on decarbonisation, as well as demand from 

customers for lower carbon energy supply (as reported in C2.3a Risk 1, Risk 2 and C2.4a Opportunity 1 

and Opportunity 3). These impacts are often long-term. 

 

Take our core market of Hong Kong as an example: 

Situation: In our core market of Hong Kong, the Government has set decarbonisation targets and 

established a fuel mix target of gas-fired power generation of around 50% in 2020. 

Task: To maintain the reliability and competitive pricing of electricity service in Hong Kong, CLP needs 

to find ways to decarbonise the energy supplied in Hong Kong without large scale deployment of 

renewable energy, which is impossible with the land constraint in Hong Kong. 

Action: The main reduction would come from several projects in Hong Kong: (1) A new 550MW gas-

fired generation unit at Black Point power station featuring combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) 

technology is expected to be in operation in 2020. Another gas-fired unit of similar capacity is also 

planned for commissioning by 2023. (2) Construction of the largest landfill gas power generation system 

in Hong Kong at the West New Territories Landfill began in 2018. It would be in full operation in 2020 

with generation capacity at 10MW. Subject to the availability of additional un-utilised landfill gas, 

expansion will be further assessed. (3) The Clean Energy Transmission System connecting the CLP 

grid to Guangdong is planned to be strengthened by 2025, enhancing the accessibility to clean energy 

resources to help reduce fossil fuels use in Hong Kong. 
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Results: The new CCGT unit will assist Hong Kong in achieving the Government’s target of increasing 

the share of gas to around 50% of the fuel mix by 2020. When the two CCGT units are commissioned, 

they will contribute to the gradual phase-out of the oldest coal-fired units at Castle Peak Power Station 

which are expected to reach the end of their operating life in the mid-2020s.Together with other 

investments in Hong Kong, we are contributing the achievement of the Hong Kong Government’s 

decarbonisation targets. 

Supply chain 

and/or value 

chain 

Yes [Mid-term impact] Our value chain could be prone to climate risks is several ways: supply chain may be 

disrupted from physical risks such as extreme climate events. As CLP diversify its generation portfolio to 

include more low carbon assets, the supply chain is exposed to a new risk profile. 

 

Take our core market of Hong Kong as an example (as reported in C2.3a Risk 1): 

Situation: To support the Government’s fuel mix target of around 50% gas-fired power generation in 

2020, CLP has added local gas-fired generation capacity and will be using more natural gas for 

electricity generation going forward. 

Task: To maintain gas supply security at a competitive price. 

Actions: CLP continues to liaise with its fuel suppliers to mitigate ongoing sources of environmental, 

economic, operational, delivery and credit risks affecting fuel supply security; and have contingency 

plan in place for potential supply disruptions. The Company also seeks to diversify its fuel sources and 

fuel procurement strategy in order to secure a stable supply. Crucial to enhancing the diversity and 

security of natural gas supply, CLP is now preparing for the construction of an offshore liquefied natural 

gas (LNG) terminal that will provide a long-term alternative source of gas to meet increased demand. 

Results: There are at present two key sources of natural gas supply for CLP: gas from China National 

Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC) through submarine pipeline from Yacheng, Wenchang and other 

gas fields in the South China Sea; and from the West-East-Pipeline Phase II which is a part of the 

mainland gas network connected to our power station via Dachan Island in Shenzhen. Development of 

the offshore LNG terminal in Hong Kong waters is also underway. As of end-2019, The Government of 

Hong Kong has approved the Environmental Impact Assessment of the project and granted an 

environmental permit in October 2018. Progress has also been made in finalising the contractual 
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arrangements for the supply of LNG and the chartering of the Floating Storage and Regasification Unit 

(FSRU) vessel for the project, which is expected to complete construction before the end of 2021. 

Investment in 

R&D 

Yes [Long-term impact] CLP recognises the potential for digital technology to transform not only the energy 

industry, but the world. Embracing innovation helps optimise CLP's existing operations and is also the 

foundation for developing new products and services for customers. Together, this momentum 

combines to enable the transition toward a low-carbon economy. 

 

Situation: Digital technologies including artificial intelligence, IoT and big data offer energy companies 

new ways to enhance performance and serve customer needs. As more renewable energy is introduced 

into the system as a response to regulatory and/or market changes, its intermittent nature could pose 

challenges to system stability and reliability. 

Task: Digital platforms offer a solution by balancing dynamic customer demand against different 

generation profiles to optimise cost efficiency, reliability and environmental performance. CLP seeks to 

make use of big data and artificial intelligence (AI) to help improve Group performance. More reliable 

predictive maintenance solutions and early fault detection through machine-learning models improve 

safety performance; more accurate load forecasting advances smart grid developments, and robotics 

process automation solutions automates manual business processes and improves productivity. 

Actions: With decarbonisation one of the strategic focus for CLP to become a Utility of the Future, in 

2019, the Company’s innovation investment amounted to HKD 127 million in 2019. We also participate 

actively in Free Electrons, the global accelerator programme run by ten world class global utilities, as 

well as other local accelerator programmes in Hong Kong and Australia that provides opportunities for 

partnership with startups to provide novel energy management services to customers. 

Results:  The launch of Smart Energy Connect (SEC) showcases capability to develop new lines of 

business, and importantly offers a suite of digital products to help customers save energy, cost and 

time, and advance their own sustainability agenda. Going forward, the range of new capabilities coupled 

with deep industrial knowledge and geographical footprint will help CLP pursue new opportunities in the 

low carbon economy. 

Operations Yes [Long-term impact] Physical risks from climate change has both imminent and long-term risks to our 

operations. Extreme weather events could cause physical damages to CLP’s assets and operational 
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disruption, which in turn can result in reduced output, increased repair and maintenance costs, and 

service disruptions for customers. At a longer-term scale, changing climate pattern could impact on our 

renewable generation assets performance. 

 

Situation: Recent years have seen many high-impact extreme weather events including typhoons, 

floods or droughts, heatwaves and bushfires around the world that arises from climate change, which 

can cause physical damage to CLP’s assets and operational disruption. 

Task: To ensure our assets across both generation and transmission and distribution are sufficiently 

resilient to such physical risks, and the service recovery can be efficient and effective in case of any 

incidents. 

Actions: Over the years, we have taken steps to reinforce the pylons of our transmission and distribution 

network ensuring that they can withstand the impact of adverse weather such as super typhoons with 

ongoing maintenance. For example, in Hong Kong, the structure of transmission towers and the 

foundations of overhead lines are being strengthened to withstand wind gusts of up to 300km/hour. 

Emergency restoration systems were introduced to construct temporary pylons quickly to reduce the 

recovery time. We have also implemented additional measures to counter the potential impact of severe 

typhoons and storm surges. These include installing smart switch gears on distribution overhead lines, 

putting in place flooding prevention measures and alarm at low lying flood prone substations. Continuing 

careful and diligent investment in our infrastructure is critical so that we can maintain and improve our 

reliability for customers as extreme weather events become more commonplace. 

Results: In Hong Kong, CLP maintains a world-class supply reliability of over 99.999%, higher than 

other major international cities such as London, New York and Sydney. A typhoon response protocol 

and coordinating system has been established and regular drills and post-typhoon reviews are 

conducted to ensure the smooth execution of contingency plans when needed. 

C3.1e 

(C3.1e) Describe where and how climate-related risks and opportunities have influenced your financial planning. 
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 Financial planning 

elements that have been 

influenced 

Description of influence 

Row 

1 

Revenues 

Indirect costs 

Capital expenditures 

Capital allocation 

Assets 

Liabilities 

With decarbonisation at the heart of our strategy, financial planning is impacted across all short, medium- and long-term 

business decisions. In the short-term, allocation is made to enable continuous maintenance of our assets to enhance 

resilience; in the medium- to long-term we are guided by CLP’s Climate Vision 2050 covering the period until 2050, where 

our financial planning takes into account the gradual phase out of thermal assets, growth in investment in non-carbon 

emitting energy projects, as well as new opportunities from digitalisation. 

 

Revenues: With the projected growing energy demand, together with the growing public awareness of climate change 

and energy efficiency & conservation, our role has evolved to become more than an electricity supplier; we are promoting 

energy saving and eco-living through various energy measurement tools and community programmes. We want to be a 

partner and smart solution provider in helping homes and businesses alike to become energy efficient. These new 

services are also likely to create new revenue streams. Specifically, for earnings from our renewable assets, its 

contribution is expected to increase. We have a target to increase our renewable capacity to 20% by 2020 and 30% by 

2030, as well as our non-carbon assets to 30% by 2020 and 40% by 2030. In 2019, generation from non-carbon energy 

sources contributed 24% of operating earnings (before unallocated expenses), amounting to HK$2,948 million. 

 

Indirect cost: In our core market of Hong Kong, as it decarbonises its generation by switching from coal to gas, CLP’s 

operating costs will increase as coal is generally more expensive than gas per unit electricity generation. It also faces the 

risk in maintaining fuel supply stability and in accessing LNG supplies with a competitive price. To support the 

Government’s policy of increasing local gas-fired generation by 2020, CLP is seeking new gas sources to ensure long-

term gas supply stability. CLP is planning to build an offshore Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) terminal by applying the new 

natural gas related technology of Floating Storage Regasification Units (FSRU) to enable direct purchase of LNG from the 

international gas market. In addition, as the cost of natural gas for power generation is higher than that of coal-fired 

generation, the increase of proportion of gas to 50% in the fuel mix will put upward pressure on the fuel expenditure. For 

the year 2019, the ratio of gas in the fuel mix in 2019 was 29% (based on MWh generated/ purchased), with a total 

energy cost of HK$18,793 million. 
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Capital expenditures and allocations: CLP increased investment in various projects to support transition to low carbon 

economy, incurring capital expenditures. Referencing the approved new Development plan, in Hong Kong, the total 

capital expenditure for the power generation system forecast is about HK$25.4 billion. It includes major projects including 

the new CCGT units, the Hong Kong offshore LNG terminal, landfill gas renewable energy generation at WENT and 

several other projects. A certain portion of the forecasted asset investment of HK$26.5 billion in Transmission and 

Distribution capital projects in our Development Plan includes the CETS network, Advanced metering infrastructure 

development, as well as Tower lines reinforcement for super typhoons. In 2019, capital investments (on accrual basis) in 

non-carbon energy sources was 8% of the Group’s total capital investment or HK$967 million. In addition, non-generation 

related activity from transmission, distribution, retail and Others delivered 44% of operating earnings, or $5,482 million, 

while capital investment in these asset types amounted to HK$5,498, representing 46% of total capital investment. 

 

Assets: Extreme weather event, if causing damages to our own assets, may lead to operational disruption or reduced 

operating capacity, leading to reduced output and hence revenue, and increased operating cost in repair and 

maintenance. Over the years, we have taken steps to reinforce the pylons ensuring that they can withstand the impact of 

adverse weather such as super typhoons. On the other hand, as we transition to low carbon energy, we plan to increase 

the proportion of our renewable assets to 20% by 2020 and 30% by 2030, as well as our non-carbon assets to 30% by 

2020 and 40% by 2030. 

 

Liabilities: We make use of effective, timely financing arrangements to deliver cost-effective funding and a well-mitigated 

risk profile. In Hong Kong, our subsidiary Castle Peak Power Company Limited (CAPCO) invested in a HK$5.5 billion 

550MW CCGT generation unit at Black Point Power Station to meet the long-term energy demand of the city and support 

the Hong Kong Government’s low carbon transition. In January and March 2017, CAPCO arranged HK$5.7 billion 

diversified, cost-effective, long-tenured funding, comprising a HK$1.4 billion 15-year loan facility supported by export 

credit agency (ECA) and a HK$4.3 billion five-year commercial loan facility which were adequate to fully cover the project 

cost. The credit margins of the two loan facilities were one of the tightest among Hong Kong corporates since the global 

financial crisis and the ECA insurance premium rate was very favourable. 
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C3.1f 

(C3.1f) Provide any additional information on how climate-related risks and opportunities have influenced your strategy and financial 

planning (optional). 

 

C4. Targets and performance 

C4.1 

(C4.1) Did you have an emissions target that was active in the reporting year? 

Intensity target 

C4.1b 

(C4.1b) Provide details of your emissions intensity target(s) and progress made against those target(s). 

 

Target reference number 

Int 1 

Year target was set 

2007 

Target coverage 

Company-wide 

Scope(s) (or Scope 3 category) 

Scope 1+2 (location-based) 
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Intensity metric 

Metric tons CO2e per megawatt hour (MWh) 

Base year 

2007 

Intensity figure in base year (metric tons CO2e per unit of activity) 

0.75 

% of total base year emissions in selected Scope(s) (or Scope 3 category) covered by this intensity figure 

100 

Target year 

2020 

Targeted reduction from base year (%) 

20 

Intensity figure in target year (metric tons CO2e per unit of activity) [auto-calculated] 

0.6 

% change anticipated in absolute Scope 1+2 emissions 

41 

% change anticipated in absolute Scope 3 emissions 

0 

Intensity figure in reporting year (metric tons CO2e per unit of activity) 

0.62 

% of target achieved [auto-calculated] 

86.6666666667 
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Target status in reporting year 

Underway 

Is this a science-based target? 

Yes, we consider this a science-based target, but this target has not been approved as science-based by the Science Based Targets initiative 

Please explain (including target coverage) 

The target was first set in 2007 and revised in 2010 on an equity and long-term capacity and energy purchase basis. We are committed to 

strengthening our targets at least every five years. The targets were set conservatively based on currently available technology and the existing 

regulatory context in our key markets. These targets are in line with our long-term decarbonisation strategy. We understand that the pledges 

made under the Paris Agreement will not be enough to achieve the ambition of limiting global temperature increases to 1.5°C. But we anticipate 

that our markets will deepen their decarbonisation capabilities over time; hence we will start tracking our progress in climate action against the 

Sectoral Decarbonisation Approach (SDA) trajectory of the Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi). This transparent comparison will help us 

stay on course to accelerate our transition to a science-based target. 

 

Target reference number 

Int 2 

Year target was set 

2017 

Target coverage 

Company-wide 

Scope(s) (or Scope 3 category) 

Scope 1+2 (location-based) 

Intensity metric 

Metric tons CO2e per megawatt hour (MWh) 
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Base year 

2007 

Intensity figure in base year (metric tons CO2e per unit of activity) 

0.75 

% of total base year emissions in selected Scope(s) (or Scope 3 category) covered by this intensity figure 

100 

Target year 

2030 

Targeted reduction from base year (%) 

33 

Intensity figure in target year (metric tons CO2e per unit of activity) [auto-calculated] 

0.5025 

% change anticipated in absolute Scope 1+2 emissions 

57 

% change anticipated in absolute Scope 3 emissions 

0 

Intensity figure in reporting year (metric tons CO2e per unit of activity) 

0.62 

% of target achieved [auto-calculated] 

52.5252525253 

Target status in reporting year 

Underway 
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Is this a science-based target? 

No, but we anticipate setting one in the next 2 years 

Please explain (including target coverage) 

The target was set in 2017 on an equity and long-term capacity and energy purchase basis. We are committed to strengthening our targets at 

least every five years. The targets were set conservatively based on currently available technology and the existing regulatory context in our key 

markets. These targets are in line with our long-term decarbonisation strategy. We understand that the pledges made under the Paris 

Agreement will not be enough to achieve the ambition of limiting global temperature increases to 1.5°C. But we anticipate that our markets will 

deepen their decarbonisation capabilities over time; hence we will start tracking our progress in climate action against the Sectoral 

Decarbonisation Approach (SDA) trajectory of the Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi). This transparent comparison will help us stay on 

course to accelerate our transition to a science-based target. 

 

Target reference number 

Int 3 

Year target was set 

2017 

Target coverage 

Company-wide 

Scope(s) (or Scope 3 category) 

Scope 1+2 (location-based) 

Intensity metric 

Metric tons CO2e per megawatt hour (MWh) 

Base year 

2007 
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Intensity figure in base year (metric tons CO2e per unit of activity) 

0.75 

% of total base year emissions in selected Scope(s) (or Scope 3 category) covered by this intensity figure 

100 

Target year 

2040 

Targeted reduction from base year (%) 

55 

Intensity figure in target year (metric tons CO2e per unit of activity) [auto-calculated] 

0.3375 

% change anticipated in absolute Scope 1+2 emissions 

84 

% change anticipated in absolute Scope 3 emissions 

0 

Intensity figure in reporting year (metric tons CO2e per unit of activity) 

0.62 

% of target achieved [auto-calculated] 

31.5151515152 

Target status in reporting year 

Underway 

Is this a science-based target? 

No, but we anticipate setting one in the next 2 years 
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Please explain (including target coverage) 

The target was set in 2017 on an equity and long-term capacity and energy purchase basis. We are committed to strengthening our targets at 

least every five years. The targets were set conservatively based on currently available technology and the existing regulatory context in our key 

markets. These targets are in line with our long-term decarbonisation strategy. We understand that the pledges made under the Paris 

Agreement will not be enough to achieve the ambition of limiting global temperature increases to 1.5°C. But we anticipate that our markets will 

deepen their decarbonisation capabilities over time; hence we will start tracking our progress in climate action against the Sectoral 

Decarbonisation Approach (SDA) trajectory of the Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi). This transparent comparison will help us stay on 

course to accelerate our transition to a science-based target. 

 

Target reference number 

Int 4 

Year target was set 

2007 

Target coverage 

Company-wide 

Scope(s) (or Scope 3 category) 

Scope 1+2 (location-based) 

Intensity metric 

Metric tons CO2e per megawatt hour (MWh) 

Base year 

2007 

Intensity figure in base year (metric tons CO2e per unit of activity) 

0.75 
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% of total base year emissions in selected Scope(s) (or Scope 3 category) covered by this intensity figure 

100 

Target year 

2050 

Targeted reduction from base year (%) 

80 

Intensity figure in target year (metric tons CO2e per unit of activity) [auto-calculated] 

0.15 

% change anticipated in absolute Scope 1+2 emissions 

90 

% change anticipated in absolute Scope 3 emissions 

0 

Intensity figure in reporting year (metric tons CO2e per unit of activity) 

0.62 

% of target achieved [auto-calculated] 

21.6666666667 

Target status in reporting year 

Revised 

Is this a science-based target? 

No, but we anticipate setting one in the next 2 years 

Please explain (including target coverage) 

The target was first set in 2007 and revised in 2017 on an equity and long-term capacity and energy purchase basis. We are committed to 

strengthening our targets at least every five years. The targets were set conservatively based on currently available technology and the existing 
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regulatory context in our key markets. These targets are in line with our long-term decarbonisation strategy. We understand that the pledges 

made under the Paris Agreement will not be enough to achieve the ambition of limiting global temperature increases to 1.5°C. But we anticipate 

that our markets will deepen their decarbonisation capabilities over time; hence we will start tracking our progress in climate action against the 

Sectoral Decarbonisation Approach (SDA) trajectory of the Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi). This transparent comparison will help us 

stay on course to accelerate our transition to a science-based target. 

C4.2 

(C4.2) Did you have any other climate-related targets that were active in the reporting year? 

Target(s) to increase low-carbon energy consumption or production 

Other climate-related target(s) 

C4.2a 

(C4.2a) Provide details of your target(s) to increase low-carbon energy consumption or production. 

 

Target reference number 

Low 1 

Year target was set 

2010 

Target coverage 

Company-wide 

Target type: absolute or intensity 

Absolute 

Target type: energy carrier 

Electricity 
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Target type: activity 

Production 

Target type: energy source 

Renewable energy source(s) only 

Metric (target numerator if reporting an intensity target) 

Percentage 

Target denominator (intensity targets only) 

 

Base year 

2010 

Figure or percentage in base year 

11.3 

Target year 

2020 

Figure or percentage in target year 

20 

Figure or percentage in reporting year 

13.7 

% of target achieved [auto-calculated] 

27.5862068966 

Target status in reporting year 

Underway 
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Is this target part of an emissions target? 

No 

Is this target part of an overarching initiative? 

No, it's not part of an overarching initiative 

Please explain  (including target coverage) 

It measures the renewable share (percentage) of our generation portfolio on an equity plus energy and capacity purchase basis. The target was 

set on an equity basis in 2010. At the last target review in 2017, long-term capacity and energy purchase was added to the basis to reflect more 

holistically on the developments of our generation capacity from other sources such as power purchase agreements. 

 

Target reference number 

Low 2 

Year target was set 

2017 

Target coverage 

Company-wide 

Target type: absolute or intensity 

Absolute 

Target type: energy carrier 

Electricity 

Target type: activity 

Production 

Target type: energy source 

Renewable energy source(s) only 
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Metric (target numerator if reporting an intensity target) 

Percentage 

Target denominator (intensity targets only) 

 

Base year 

2010 

Figure or percentage in base year 

11.3 

Target year 

2030 

Figure or percentage in target year 

30 

Figure or percentage in reporting year 

13.7 

% of target achieved [auto-calculated] 

12.8342245989 

Target status in reporting year 

Underway 

Is this target part of an emissions target? 

No 

Is this target part of an overarching initiative? 

No, it's not part of an overarching initiative 
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Please explain  (including target coverage) 

The target was set in 2017. It measures the renewable share (percentage) of our generation portfolio on an equity plus energy and capacity 

purchase basis. 

 

Target reference number 

Low 3 

Year target was set 

2010 

Target coverage 

Company-wide 

Target type: absolute or intensity 

Absolute 

Target type: energy carrier 

Electricity 

Target type: activity 

Production 

Target type: energy source 

Low-carbon energy source(s) 

Metric (target numerator if reporting an intensity target) 

Percentage 

Target denominator (intensity targets only) 
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Base year 

2010 

Figure or percentage in base year 

18.1 

Target year 

2020 

Figure or percentage in target year 

30 

Figure or percentage in reporting year 

24.9 

% of target achieved [auto-calculated] 

57.1428571429 

Target status in reporting year 

Underway 

Is this target part of an emissions target? 

No 

Is this target part of an overarching initiative? 

No, it's not part of an overarching initiative 

Please explain  (including target coverage) 

It measures the non-carbon emitting share (percentage) of our generation portfolio on an equity plus energy and capacity purchase basis. The 

target was first set as 20% in 2007 and measured on an equity basis. The target was then updated to 30% in 2010. At the last target review in 

2017, long-term capacity and energy purchase was added to the basis to reflect more holistically on the developments of our generation 

capacity from other sources such as power purchase agreements. 
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Target reference number 

Low 4 

Year target was set 

2017 

Target coverage 

Company-wide 

Target type: absolute or intensity 

Absolute 

Target type: energy carrier 

Electricity 

Target type: activity 

Production 

Target type: energy source 

Low-carbon energy source(s) 

Metric (target numerator if reporting an intensity target) 

Percentage 

Target denominator (intensity targets only) 

 

Base year 

2010 

Figure or percentage in base year 
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18.1 

Target year 

2030 

Figure or percentage in target year 

40 

Figure or percentage in reporting year 

24.9 

% of target achieved [auto-calculated] 

31.0502283105 

Target status in reporting year 

Underway 

Is this target part of an emissions target? 

No 

Is this target part of an overarching initiative? 

No, it's not part of an overarching initiative 

Please explain  (including target coverage) 

The target was set in 2017. It measures the non-carbon emitting share (percentage) of our generation portfolio on an equity plus energy and 

capacity purchase basis. 

C4.2b 

(C4.2b) Provide details of any other climate-related targets, including methane reduction targets. 
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Target reference number 

Oth 1 

Year target was set 

2019 

Target coverage 

Company-wide 

Target type: absolute or intensity 

Absolute 

Target type: category & Metric (target numerator if reporting an intensity target) 

Low-carbon vehicles 

Percentage of low-carbon vehicles in company fleet 

Target denominator (intensity targets only) 

 

Base year 

2019 

Figure or percentage in base year 

10.7 

Target year 

2030 

Figure or percentage in target year 

100 

Figure or percentage in reporting year 

10.7 
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% of target achieved [auto-calculated] 

0 

Target status in reporting year 

New 

Is this target part of an emissions target? 

No 

Is this target part of an overarching initiative? 

EV100 

Please explain  (including target coverage) 

The above figures refer to vehicles up to 3.5t. CLP was the first Hong Kong company to join the global EV100 initiative run by the international 

non-profit organisation The Climate Group. EV100 brings together leading businesses committed to making electric transport “the new normal” 

by 2030. CLP has committed to convert all vehicles weighing below 3.5 tonnes and half of those weighing between 3.5 and 7.5 tonnes to EVs 

by 2030, where realistically feasible. The scope includes our vehicles in Hong Kong, Mainland China, India and Australia. 

 

Target reference number 

Oth 2 

Year target was set 

2019 

Target coverage 

Company-wide 

Target type: absolute or intensity 

Absolute 

Target type: category & Metric (target numerator if reporting an intensity target) 
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Low-carbon vehicles 

Percentage of low-carbon vehicles in company fleet 

Target denominator (intensity targets only) 

 

Base year 

2019 

Figure or percentage in base year 

0 

Target year 

2030 

Figure or percentage in target year 

50 

Figure or percentage in reporting year 

0 

% of target achieved [auto-calculated] 

0 

Target status in reporting year 

New 

Is this target part of an emissions target? 

No 

Is this target part of an overarching initiative? 

EV100 
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Please explain  (including target coverage) 

The above figures refer to vehicles 3.5t-7.5t. CLP was the first Hong Kong company to join the global EV100 initiative run by the international 

non-profit organisation The Climate Group. EV100 brings together leading businesses committed to making electric transport “the new normal” 

by 2030. CLP has committed to convert all vehicles weighing below 3.5 tonnes and half of those weighing between 3.5 and 7.5 tonnes to EVs 

by 2030, where realistically feasible. The scope includes our vehicles in Hong Kong, Mainland China, India and Australia. 

C4.3 

(C4.3) Did you have emissions reduction initiatives that were active within the reporting year? Note that this can include those in the 

planning and/or implementation phases. 

Yes 

C4.3a 

(C4.3a) Identify the total number of initiatives at each stage of development, and for those in the implementation stages, the 

estimated CO2e savings. 

 Number of initiatives Total estimated annual CO2e savings in metric tonnes CO2e (only for rows marked *) 

Under investigation 6 0 

To be implemented* 7 1,178,200 

Implementation commenced* 18 135,622 

Implemented* 10 864,377 

Not to be implemented 0 0 

C4.3b 

(C4.3b) Provide details on the initiatives implemented in the reporting year in the table below. 
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Initiative category & Initiative type 

Low-carbon energy generation 

Other, please specify 

Wind and Solar 

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e) 

864,377 

Scope(s) 

Scope 1 

Voluntary/Mandatory 

Voluntary 

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in C0.4) 

0 

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in C0.4) 

5,463,000,000 

Payback period 

No payback 

Estimated lifetime of the initiative 

21-30 years 

Comment 

In C4.3, we only consider “low-carbon energy installation” given the materiality of emission from generation in our overall GHG portfolio. We 

have implemented several wind and solar projects, including Sandu, Laizhou and Laiwu wind projects as well as Huai’an and Lingyuan solar 

projects in Mainland China; Chandgarh wind project and Veltoor solar project in India. They are expected to avoid emissions from energy 

generation on an annual basis for the life time of these plants. The annual monetary savings is zero as it is not a cost saving initiative. 
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C4.3c 

(C4.3c) What methods do you use to drive investment in emissions reduction activities? 

Method Comment 

Other In late 2019 CLP published its updated Climate Vision 2050 and gave an undertaking not to invest in any additional coal-

fired generation assets. As a result, it is in the process of withdrawing from two legacy coal-fired power plant 

developments in Vietnam. 

The CLP Group Investment Committee (IC) is mandated to review and assess acquisitions, investments, project funding, 

restructures and disposals proposed by the CLP Group. The Committee is made up of senior management and is 

chaired by the CEO.  CLP’s IC process includes a non-financial due diligence component to identify the safety, security, 

social and environmental risks of some new investments.  Potential emissions reduction activities are considered as part 

of the IC review process for some new investments. 

 

The IC process considers the environmental and climate change related risks of some proposed projects. The Pre-

Investment Environmental Risk Assessment identifies the environmental related risks that may be material to the 

proposed project, in addition to potential mitigation measures for a more accurate assessment of the budget needed for 

delivering the project. The Pre-Investment Carbon Intensity Assessment, which assesses the proposed project’s impact 

on CLP Group’s portfolio carbon intensity levels, confirms how the potential investment will fit into our Climate Vision 

2050. 

 

If the investments are of sufficient size, approval may also be sought from the CLP Holdings Finance and General 

Committee or the CLP Holdings Board. 

 

Compliance with regulatory 

requirements/standards 

CLP complies with all regulatory requirements / standards, including emissions standards, in the countries in which we 

operate. We ensure our plants are maintained and updated to ensure ongoing compliance. 

Partnering with governments on 

technology development 

We partner with governments on technology development to support local energy policy. e.g. The Fangchenggang 

project in Mainland China has deepened cooperation with the Fangchenggang City Government to secure guaranteed 

generation hours, as we reposition the plant to be an integrated energy provider. As part of a strategic cooperative 
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framework agreement CLP signed with the Government in July 2018, we support Guangxi’s policy to promote a circular 

economy through buying white clay, a by-product from a nearby paper mill, to replace some of the limestone used in our 

flue gas desulphurisation facility. Our project also supplies steam and carbon dioxide to a neighbouring high-technology 

factory that grows microalgae for use in its products. These ecological initiatives have been recognised by the 

Government, which in turn has granted us higher minimum loading. 

Regarding large scale battery storage, EnergyAustralia's Ballarat energy storage system has been responding to 

demand and supply imbalances since December 2018, and the Gannawarra energy storage system since March 2019, 

with a total installed capacity of 55MW/ 80MWh. Today, battery storage solutions require a government subsidy to make 

them economic. Battery costs will continue to decline over time, allowing the further deployment of storage solutions 

which help build a flexible energy supply portfolio. In October 2017, EnergyAustralia announced plans to deliver up to 

50MW of demand response reserve capacity as part of a three-year pilot programme by the Australian Renewable 

Energy Agency and the Australian Energy Market Operator. Demand response has the potential to maintain system 

reliability, support the integration of new renewable energy supplies and ease some pressure on prices. It is also another 

option for customers looking to take control of their energy usage. We have around 21,000 people signed up to the 

program – the largest in Australia – contributing over 51MW. 

C4.5 

(C4.5) Do you classify any of your existing goods and/or services as low-carbon products or do they enable a third party to avoid 

GHG emissions? 

Yes 

C4.5a 

(C4.5a) Provide details of your products and/or services that you classify as low-carbon products or that enable a third party to avoid 

GHG emissions. 

 

Level of aggregation 
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Company-wide 

Description of product/Group of products 

Electricity from non-carbon sources, including hydro, solar, wind and nuclear 

Are these low-carbon product(s) or do they enable avoided emissions? 

Low-carbon product and avoided emissions 

Taxonomy, project or methodology used to classify product(s) as low-carbon or to calculate avoided emissions 

Climate Bonds Taxonomy 

% revenue from low carbon product(s) in the reporting year 

10.25 

Comment 

 

 

Level of aggregation 

Product 

Description of product/Group of products 

Energy Audit Service & Loan Scheme 

Are these low-carbon product(s) or do they enable avoided emissions? 

Avoided emissions 

Taxonomy, project or methodology used to classify product(s) as low-carbon or to calculate avoided emissions 

Climate Bonds Taxonomy 

% revenue from low carbon product(s) in the reporting year 

0 
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Comment 

To help improve companies' energy efficiency, CLP is offering free energy audit in Hong Kong to identify energy saving potentials as well as the 

opportunity to obtain an interest-free loan under our Energy Efficiency Loan Scheme to help implement them. 

Energy audit is a systematic approach to assess the energy efficiency performance of your system/equipment. It identifies savings opportunities 

and pinpoints areas in need of improvement. 

An energy audit process typically includes: 

- Analysis and assessment of customers’ system/equipment’s energy performance 

- Identification of "Energy Management Opportunities (EMOs)" 

- Potential saving estimates 

- Recommendations for energy savings solutions. 

All CLP’s commercial and industrial customers are eligible to apply for this service. 

To fully utilise the savings opportunities identified in the energy audit, CLP can help arrange an interest free loan under the Energy Efficiency 

Loan Scheme for financial assistance to implement energy efficient projects. These projects are those that can generate energy saving through 

the retrofitting of customers’ system/ equipment with more efficient designs. For instances, replacing air-cooled chillers with water-cooled 

chillers, changing incandescent lamps to LED lamps, and substituting conventional water heaters with heat pumps, etc. All CLP’s non-

government commercial and industrial customers with energy savings potential identified in those energy audits conducted by CLP are eligible 

to apply for the loan. 

 

Level of aggregation 

Group of products 

Description of product/Group of products 

EnergyAustralia is an accredited green power provider, which allows EnergyAustralia customers to purchase a set percentage of their electricity 

from renewable energy sources. EnergyAustralia's GreenPower product, "PureEnergy", is offered to customers at 10, 20 or 100 per cent of their 

total electricity bill. 

Are these low-carbon product(s) or do they enable avoided emissions? 

Low-carbon product 
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Taxonomy, project or methodology used to classify product(s) as low-carbon or to calculate avoided emissions 

Low-Carbon Investment (LCI) Registry Taxonomy 

% revenue from low carbon product(s) in the reporting year 

1 

Comment 

The revenue percentage has been calculated for the total number of customers currently on our PureEnergy product. Revenue from 

PureEnergy amounted to $4.2m AUD in 2019, which contributes less than 1% of EnergyAustralia’s revenue. More recently, we launched our Go 

Neutral program, which offsets customers gas and electricity usage at no additional cost to them. Go Neutral is one of the largest Climate Active 

certified carbon dioxide offset programs in Australia. 

Additional information on Greenpower is available on the Greenpower website: http://www.greenpower.gov.au/ 

C-EU4.6 

(C-EU4.6) Describe your organization’s efforts to reduce methane  emissions from your activities. 

CLP Power Hong Kong Limited is committed to doing all it can to protect the environment and minimise the impact of electricity generation, as well as 

to support the Government’s carbon reduction policies to combat climate change and transform Hong Kong into a smarter and greener city. While Hong 

Kong faces great challenges in the development of large-scale renewable energy projects, CLP Power constantly explores opportunities to develop 

local renewable energy projects.  

 

The WENT landfill in Nim Wan, Tuen Mun, has been in operation since 1993. With an area of 110 hectares, it is Hong Kong’s largest landfill and 

handles up to 7,300 tonnes of municipal waste a day. The operator of the site converts some of the landfill gas (LFG), consist mainly of methane, to 

generate electricity for onsite facilities and for waste water treatment, while the remaining gas is flared off according to regulation. CLP’s new LFG 

power generation system is putting the un-utilised, excessive LFG into good use for power generation.  Construction of the largest landfill gas power 

generation system with generation capacity at 10MW in Hong Kong at the West New Territories Landfill began in 2018. The project had completed and 

declared in commercial operation in March 2020. Subject to the availability of additional un-utilised landfill gas, expansion will be further assessed. The 

waste-to-energy project would utilise largest landfill gas for electricity generation, allowing us to offset the coal-firing power generation and reducing 

emissions including methane from coal burning.    
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C5. Emissions methodology 

C5.1 

(C5.1) Provide your base year and base year emissions (Scopes 1 and 2). 

Scope 1 

Base year start 

January 1, 2007 

Base year end 

December 31, 2007 

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

50,344,000 

Comment 

 

Scope 2 (location-based) 

Base year start 

January 1, 2007 

Base year end 

December 31, 2007 

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

20,000 

Comment 
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Scope 2 (market-based) 

Base year start 

 

Base year end 

 

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

 

Comment 

 

C5.2 

(C5.2) Select the name of the standard, protocol, or methodology you have used to collect activity data and calculate emissions. 

Australia - National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act 

IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories, 2006 

ISO 14064-1 

The Greenhouse Gas Protocol: A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard (Revised Edition) 

C6. Emissions data 

C6.1 

(C6.1) What were your organization’s gross global Scope 1 emissions in metric tons CO2e? 

Reporting year 
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Gross global Scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

50,448,220 

Comment 

 

C6.2 

(C6.2) Describe your organization’s approach to reporting Scope 2 emissions. 

Row 1 

Scope 2, location-based 

We are reporting a Scope 2, location-based figure 

Scope 2, market-based 

We have no operations where we are able to access electricity supplier emission factors or residual emissions factors and are unable to report a 

Scope 2, market-based figure 

Comment 

 

C6.3 

(C6.3) What were your organization’s gross global Scope 2 emissions in metric tons CO2e? 

Reporting year 

Scope 2, location-based 

228,273 

Comment 
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A large part of the electricity the Group consumes is produced by the Group itself due to its important market share in many countries. The 

market-based approach is therefore not relevant for CLP Group. The shift to low carbon resources is done through our scope 1 emission 

targets. In addition to this, our scope 2 emissions are much lower than scope 1 emissions as it is the case for all utilities. 

C6.4 

(C6.4) Are there any sources (e.g. facilities, specific GHGs, activities, geographies, etc.) of Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions that are 

within your selected reporting boundary which are not included in your disclosure? 

No 

C6.5 

(C6.5) Account for your organization’s gross global Scope 3 emissions, disclosing and explaining any exclusions. 

Purchased goods and services 

Evaluation status 

Relevant, calculated 

Metric tonnes CO2e 

1,093,000 

Emissions calculation methodology 

(a) Product-related emissions: Assessed using the average-data method. The quantities of natural gas supplied are multiplied by state-based 

upstream emission factors to calculate the emissions. Emission factors source: Australia National Greenhouse Accounts Report 2019. 

(b) Non-products-related emissions: Assessed using the spend-based method, Country-based World Input-Output Database (WIOD) factors are 

applied to the financial spend on the purchase of non-products goods and services. Emission factors source: World Input Output Database 

Release 2016. 

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners 

0 
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Please explain 

(a) Product-related emissions relate to the upstream emissions of EnergyAustrlia’s natural gas retail business, including the emissions from 

upstream gas production and transmissions, and distribution leakage in the state pipeline system. 

(b) Non-products-related emissions relate to the upstream emissions of CLP’s purchased goods and services other than natural gas for retail 

business 

Capital goods 

Evaluation status 

Relevant, calculated 

Metric tonnes CO2e 

1,347,000 

Emissions calculation methodology 

Assessed using the spend-data-based method. Country-based World Input-Output Database (WIOD) factors are applied to the financial spend 

on the purchase of capital goods. Emission factors source: World Input Output Database Release 2016. 

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners 

0 

Please explain 

Relates to the upstream emissions of CLP’s purchased capital goods. Mainly for infrastructure construction and facility upgrades. 

Fuel-and-energy-related activities (not included in Scope 1 or 2) 

Evaluation status 

Relevant, calculated 

Metric tonnes CO2e 

16,671,000 

Emissions calculation methodology 
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(a) Upstream emissions (WTT, Well to Tank emissions) of purchased fuels and electricity for CLP’s power generation: Assessed using the 

average-data method. Calculated by using volumes of purchased fuels and electricity and country-based WTT emissions factors, where 

available. Where such volumes are not available, the ratio of the WTT emissions factor to direct emissions factor for each fuel type is applied to 

the Scope 1&2 emissions of the generation assets. Emission factors source Australia National Greenhouse Accounts Report 2019, 2019 UK 

Government GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting. 

(b) Direct emissions and upstream emissions from generation of purchased electricity that is sold to CLP’s customers: 

1. Assessed using the supplier specific method, which involves using emissions data of generation assets whose capacity and energy are 

purchased by CLP to meet customer demand. Calculated through multiplying the percentages of capacity and energy purchased by CLP with 

direct emissions and upstream emissions (WTT, Well to Tank emissions) of the generation assets. Emission factors source Australia National 

Greenhouse Accounts Report 2019, 2019 UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting. 

2. Assessed using the average-data method, which involves estimating emissions from generation of purchased electricity that is sold to CLP's 

customers by using grid average emission factors. Calculated through multiplying the net electricity purchased from Australian Energy Market 

Operator (AEMO) with state-based emission factors. Emission factors source Australia National Greenhouse Accounts Report 2019, 2019 UK 

Government GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting. 

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners 

0 

Please explain 

(a) Includes the upstream emissions of purchased fuels and electricity for CLP’s power generation. 

(b) Includes the direct and upstream emissions from generation of purchased electricity that is sold to CLP’s customers. 

 

Upstream transportation and distribution 

Evaluation status 

Not relevant, explanation provided 

Please explain 

These emissions are covered in Category 1 as the financial spend on transportation and distribution is embedded in the financial spend on 

purchased goods and services. 
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Waste generated in operations 

Evaluation status 

Relevant, calculated 

Metric tonnes CO2e 

101,000 

Emissions calculation methodology 

Assessed using the waste-type specific method based on waste produced by type. Calculated through applying emission factors to quantities of 

fuel ash and gypsum generated at CLP’s coal-fired power stations, considering the disposal method. Emission factors source: 2019 UK 

Government GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting. 

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners 

90 

Please explain 

Emissions from fuel ash and gypsum generated are most material for waste generation for CLP. 

Business travel 

Evaluation status 

Relevant, calculated 

Metric tonnes CO2e 

8,000 

Emissions calculation methodology 

Assessed using distance-based method. Air travel emissions for CLP’s operations in Hong Kong and Australia are directly calculated using flight 

distance by travel classes multiplied with corresponding emission factors. Total emissions are calculated through extrapolation based on CLP’s 

financial spend on business travel. Emission factors source: 2019 UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting. 

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners 
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100 

Please explain 

Air travel is the most material source of emissions from business travel for CLP. 

Employee commuting 

Evaluation status 

Relevant, calculated 

Metric tonnes CO2e 

4,000 

Emissions calculation methodology 

Calculated through the number of CLP’s employees, estimated travel mode and average distance travelled by region. Emission factors source: 

2019 UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting. 

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners 

0 

Please explain 

Relates to the emissions of CLP’s employees in commuting to the offices, typically includes emissions from automobile travel, bus travel, etc. 

Upstream leased assets 

Evaluation status 

Not relevant, explanation provided 

Please explain 

CLP does not operate leased generation assets. The emissions of leased offices are included in CLP’s Scope 2 emissions. 

Downstream transportation and distribution 
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Evaluation status 

Not relevant, explanation provided 

Please explain 

Electricity and gas are the main products of CLP. Transpiration and distribution of the products does not involve vehicles and facilities not 

owned or controlled by CLP. 

Processing of sold products 

Evaluation status 

Not relevant, explanation provided 

Please explain 

With electricity and gas being CLP’s main products, they are end products without further processing requirement. 

Use of sold products 

Evaluation status 

Relevant, calculated 

Metric tonnes CO2e 

2,200,000 

Emissions calculation methodology 

Calculated through multiplying the quantities of natural gas supplied to customers by state-based emission factors. Emission factors source: 

Australia National Greenhouse Accounts Report. 

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners 

0 

Please explain 

Relates to the downstream emissions of EnergyAustralia’s natural gas retail business, including the emissions from combustion of natural gas 

supplied to customers. 
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End of life treatment of sold products 

Evaluation status 

Not relevant, explanation provided 

Please explain 

With electricity and gas being CLP’s main products, there is no end-of-life treatment requirement. 

Downstream leased assets 

Evaluation status 

Not relevant, explanation provided 

Please explain 

Leasing is not a main business for CLP. 

Franchises 

Evaluation status 

Not relevant, explanation provided 

Please explain 

CLP does not have any franchising business. 

Investments 

Evaluation status 

Not relevant, explanation provided 

Please explain 

CLP reports Scope 3 emissions on an equity basis. This category applies to CLP only when an operational control basis is adopted, It would 

include the emissions from assets which CLP has minority interests without having operational control. 
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Other (upstream) 

Evaluation status 

Not relevant, explanation provided 

Please explain 

CLP has no material upstream/ downstream Scope 3 emissions other than the ones reported in the above 15 categories. 

Other (downstream) 

Evaluation status 

Not relevant, explanation provided 

Please explain 

CLP has no material upstream/ downstream Scope 3 emissions other than the ones reported in the above 15 categories . 

C6.7 

(C6.7) Are carbon dioxide emissions from biogenic carbon relevant to your organization? 

No 

C6.10 

(C6.10) Describe your gross global combined Scope 1 and 2 emissions for the reporting year in metric tons CO2e per unit currency 

total revenue and provide any additional intensity metrics that are appropriate to your business operations. 

 

Intensity figure 

0.000591 

Metric numerator (Gross global combined Scope 1 and 2 emissions, metric tons CO2e) 
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50,676,000 

Metric denominator 

unit total revenue 

Metric denominator: Unit total 

85,689,000,000 

Scope 2 figure used 

Location-based 

% change from previous year 

3.4 

Direction of change 

Increased 

Reason for change 

The Scope 1 and 2 emissions figure presented here are based on operational control. Total carbon emissions (Scope 1) decreased in 

comparison to last year primarily due to decreased electricity generated. Comparing 2019 and 2018, CLP’s scope 1 and 2 emissions decreased 

by around 3% while revenue decreased by 6%, hence the intensity figure increased. 

 

Intensity figure 

0.62 

Metric numerator (Gross global combined Scope 1 and 2 emissions, metric tons CO2e) 

54,963,000 

Metric denominator 

megawatt hour generated (MWh) 
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Metric denominator: Unit total 

88,613,000 

Scope 2 figure used 

Location-based 

% change from previous year 

6 

Direction of change 

Decreased 

Reason for change 

The Scope 1 and 2 emissions figure presented here is on equity and long-term capacity and energy purchase basis. Our Group’s carbon 

intensity, on equity and long-term capacity and energy purchase basis, decreased to 0.62 kgCO2/kWh as compared to the 2017 level of 0.66 

kgCO2/kWh. Total carbon emissions (Scope 1) decreased primarily due to decreased carbon emissions from coal-fired plants. At the same 

time, generation from non-carbon energy sources was higher as a result of further commissioning of Yangjiang Nuclear Power Station's sixth 

and final unit since July 2019, an increase of output from renewable assets, as well as additional long-term purchase arrangements in Australia. 

C7. Emissions breakdowns 

C7.1 

(C7.1) Does your organization break down its Scope 1 emissions by greenhouse gas type? 

Yes 

C7.1a 

(C7.1a) Break down your total gross global Scope 1 emissions by greenhouse gas type and provide the source of each used 

greenhouse warming potential (GWP). 
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Greenhouse gas Scope 1 emissions (metric tons of CO2e) GWP Reference 

CO2 50,183,950 IPCC Second Assessment Report (SAR - 100 year) 

CH4 31,634 IPCC Second Assessment Report (SAR - 100 year) 

N2O 201,466 IPCC Second Assessment Report (SAR - 100 year) 

HFCs 2,653 IPCC Second Assessment Report (SAR - 100 year) 

SF6 29,280 IPCC Second Assessment Report (SAR - 100 year) 

C-EU7.1b 

(C-EU7.1b) Break down your total gross global Scope 1 emissions from electric utilities value chain activities by greenhouse gas 

type. 

 Gross Scope 1 CO2 

emissions (metric tons 

CO2) 

Gross Scope 1 methane 

emissions (metric tons 

CH4) 

Gross Scope 1 SF6 

emissions (metric tons 

SF6) 

Total gross Scope 1 

emissions (metric tons 

CO2e) 

Comment 

Fugitives 0 0 0 0  

Combustion 

(Electric utilities) 

50,183,951 1,405 1 50,448,220 Including fugitives 

emission source 

Combustion (Gas 

utilities) 

0 0 0 0  

Combustion (Other) 0 0 0 0  

Emissions not 

elsewhere classified 

0 0 0 0  

C7.2 

(C7.2) Break down your total gross global Scope 1 emissions by country/region. 
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Country/Region Scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

China, Hong Kong Special Administrative Region 16,996,484 

Australia 18,198,030 

China 9,951,371 

India 5,302,335 

C7.3 

(C7.3) Indicate which gross global Scope 1 emissions breakdowns you are able to provide. 

By business division 

C7.3a 

(C7.3a) Break down your total gross global Scope 1 emissions by business division. 

Business division Scope 1 emissions (metric ton CO2e) 

Hong Kong 16,996,484 

Australia 18,198,030 

China 9,951,371 

India 5,302,335 

C-CE7.4/C-CH7.4/C-CO7.4/C-EU7.4/C-MM7.4/C-OG7.4/C-ST7.4/C-TO7.4/C-TS7.4 

(C-CE7.4/C-CH7.4/C-CO7.4/C-EU7.4/C-MM7.4/C-OG7.4/C-ST7.4/C-TO7.4/C-TS7.4) Break down your organization’s total gross global 

Scope 1 emissions by sector production activity in metric tons CO2e. 

 Gross Scope 1 emissions, metric tons CO2e Comment 

Electric utility activities 50,448,220  
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C7.9 

(C7.9) How do your gross global emissions (Scope 1 and 2 combined) for the reporting year compare to those of the previous 

reporting year? 

Decreased 

C7.9a 

(C7.9a) Identify the reasons for any change in your gross global emissions (Scope 1 and 2 combined), and for each of them specify 

how your emissions compare to the previous year. 

 Change in 

emissions 

(metric tons 

CO2e) 

Direction of 

change 

Emissions 

value 

(percentage) 

Please explain calculation 

Change in 

renewable energy 

consumption 

0 No change 0 Our emission focuses on Scope 1 electricity generation. Hence, increased use of 

renewable energy does not affect our emission portfolio. 

Other emissions 

reduction 

activities 

0 No change 0 No further emissions reduction activities in our plants during 2019. 

Divestment 0 No change 0 No divestment in 2019. 

Acquisitions 860,972.5 Increased 1.65 In 2019, we have included Newport and Jerralang Gas-fired Power Station in our 

portfolio. This contributed an increase of 1.65% emissions. (860.9725kT CO2e 

increased/52,303.5kT CO2e in 2018) x 100% = 1.65% 

Mergers 0 No change 0 No change related to mergers. 

Change in output 2,268,979.2 Decreased 4.34 In 2019, we had decreased output mainly from coal-fired plants (mainly in Mount 

Piper and Yallourn Power Station, Australia; and Castle Peak Power Station, HK.) 
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and slightly increased output from gas-fired plant (Black Point Power Station, HK.). It 

resulted an overall decrease of output and hence in 4.34% emissions decreased. 

(2,268.98kT CO2e decreased/52,303.5kT CO2e in 2018) x 100% = 4.34%. 

Change in 

methodology 

0 No change 0 No change in methodology. 

Change in 

boundary 

0 No change 0 No change in boundary. 

Change in 

physical operating 

conditions 

0 No change 0 No change due to change in physical operating conditions. 

Unidentified 0 No change 0 No other unidentified changes. 

Other 219,000 Decreased 0.42 In 2019, our Paguthan Power Station in India has its power purchase agreement 

expired and no longer in operation. This resulted in a decrease of 0.42% emissions. 

(219kT CO2e decreased/52,303.5kT CO2e in 2018) x 100% = 0.42%. 

C7.9b 

(C7.9b) Are your emissions performance calculations in C7.9 and C7.9a based on a location-based Scope 2 emissions figure or a 

market-based Scope 2 emissions figure? 

Location-based 

C8. Energy 

C8.1 

(C8.1) What percentage of your total operational spend in the reporting year was on energy? 

More than 50% but less than or equal to 55% 
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C8.2 

(C8.2) Select which energy-related activities your organization has undertaken. 

 Indicate whether your organization undertook this energy-related activity in the reporting year 

Consumption of fuel (excluding feedstocks) Yes 

Consumption of purchased or acquired electricity Yes 

Consumption of purchased or acquired heat No 

Consumption of purchased or acquired steam No 

Consumption of purchased or acquired cooling No 

Generation of electricity, heat, steam, or cooling Yes 

C8.2a 

(C8.2a) Report your organization’s energy consumption totals (excluding feedstocks) in MWh. 

 Heating value MWh from renewable 

sources 

MWh from non-renewable 

sources 

Total (renewable and non-

renewable) MWh 

Consumption of fuel (excluding feedstock) HHV (higher heating 

value) 

0 166,877,373 166,877,373 

Consumption of purchased or acquired 

electricity 

 0 161,724 161,724 

Consumption of self-generated non-fuel 

renewable energy 

 45,566  45,566 

Total energy consumption  45,566 167,039,097 167,084,663 
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C8.2b 

(C8.2b) Select the applications of your organization’s consumption of fuel. 

 Indicate whether your organization undertakes this fuel application 

Consumption of fuel for the generation of electricity Yes 

Consumption of fuel for the generation of heat No 

Consumption of fuel for the generation of steam Yes 

Consumption of fuel for the generation of cooling No 

Consumption of fuel for co-generation or tri-generation No 

C8.2c 

(C8.2c) State how much fuel in MWh your organization has consumed (excluding feedstocks) by fuel type. 

 

Fuels (excluding feedstocks) 

Coal 

Heating value 

HHV (higher heating value) 

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization 

98,627,687 

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of electricity 

98,592,087 

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat 

0 
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MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam 

35,600 

Emission factor 

94.6 

Unit 

kg CO2 per GJ 

Emissions factor source 

2006 IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories 

Comment 

We used both bituminous coal (emission factor: 94.6 kg CO2 per GJ) and Sub bituminous coal (emission factor: 96.1 kgCO2 per GJ). Both 

emission factors are from 2006 IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories 

 

Fuels (excluding feedstocks) 

Lignite Coal 

Heating value 

HHV (higher heating value) 

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization 

37,747,222 

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of electricity 

37,747,222 

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat 

0 
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MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam 

0 

Emission factor 

101 

Unit 

kg CO2 per GJ 

Emissions factor source 

2006 IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories 

Comment 

 

 

Fuels (excluding feedstocks) 

Diesel 

Heating value 

HHV (higher heating value) 

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization 

727,701 

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of electricity 

727,701 

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat 

0 

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam 
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0 

Emission factor 

74.1 

Unit 

kg CO2 per GJ 

Emissions factor source 

2006 IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories 

Comment 

 

 

Fuels (excluding feedstocks) 

Natural Gas 

Heating value 

HHV (higher heating value) 

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization 

29,774,763 

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of electricity 

29,774,763 

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat 

0 

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam 

0 
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Emission factor 

56.1 

Unit 

kg CO2 per GJ 

Emissions factor source 

2006 IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories 

Comment 

 

C-EU8.2d 

(C-EU8.2d) For your electric utility activities, provide a breakdown of your total power plant capacity, generation, and related 

emissions during the reporting year by source. 

Coal – hard 

Nameplate capacity (MW) 

9,408 

Gross electricity generation (GWh) 

36,938 

Net electricity generation (GWh) 

34,211 

Absolute scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

32,315,309 

Scope 1 emissions intensity (metric tons CO2e per GWh) 

945 
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Comment 

 

Lignite 

Nameplate capacity (MW) 

1,480 

Gross electricity generation (GWh) 

9,765 

Net electricity generation (GWh) 

8,954 

Absolute scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

12,603,972 

Scope 1 emissions intensity (metric tons CO2e per GWh) 

1,408 

Comment 

 

Oil 

Nameplate capacity (MW) 

300 

Gross electricity generation (GWh) 

1 

Net electricity generation (GWh) 

1 
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Absolute scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

966 

Scope 1 emissions intensity (metric tons CO2e per GWh) 

1,609 

Comment 

 

Gas 

Nameplate capacity (MW) 

4,818 

Gross electricity generation (GWh) 

13,484 

Net electricity generation (GWh) 

13,073 

Absolute scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

5,527,973 

Scope 1 emissions intensity (metric tons CO2e per GWh) 

423 

Comment 

Including CCGT 

Biomass 

Nameplate capacity (MW) 

0 
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Gross electricity generation (GWh) 

0 

Net electricity generation (GWh) 

0 

Absolute scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

0 

Scope 1 emissions intensity (metric tons CO2e per GWh) 

0 

Comment 

 

Waste (non-biomass) 

Nameplate capacity (MW) 

0 

Gross electricity generation (GWh) 

0 

Net electricity generation (GWh) 

0 

Absolute scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

0 

Scope 1 emissions intensity (metric tons CO2e per GWh) 

0 

Comment 
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Nuclear 

Nameplate capacity (MW) 

0 

Gross electricity generation (GWh) 

0 

Net electricity generation (GWh) 

0 

Absolute scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

0 

Scope 1 emissions intensity (metric tons CO2e per GWh) 

0 

Comment 

 

Fossil-fuel plants fitted with CCS 

Nameplate capacity (MW) 

0 

Gross electricity generation (GWh) 

0 

Net electricity generation (GWh) 

0 
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Absolute scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

0 

Scope 1 emissions intensity (metric tons CO2e per GWh) 

0 

Comment 

 

Geothermal 

Nameplate capacity (MW) 

0 

Gross electricity generation (GWh) 

0 

Net electricity generation (GWh) 

0 

Absolute scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

0 

Scope 1 emissions intensity (metric tons CO2e per GWh) 

0 

Comment 

 

Hydropower 

Nameplate capacity (MW) 

509 
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Gross electricity generation (GWh) 

1,859 

Net electricity generation (GWh) 

1,835 

Absolute scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

0 

Scope 1 emissions intensity (metric tons CO2e per GWh) 

0 

Comment 

 

Wind 

Nameplate capacity (MW) 

1,418 

Gross electricity generation (GWh) 

2,867 

Net electricity generation (GWh) 

2,796 

Absolute scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

0 

Scope 1 emissions intensity (metric tons CO2e per GWh) 

0 

Comment 
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Solar 

Nameplate capacity (MW) 

498 

Gross electricity generation (GWh) 

935 

Net electricity generation (GWh) 

925 

Absolute scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

0 

Scope 1 emissions intensity (metric tons CO2e per GWh) 

0 

Comment 

 

Marine 

Nameplate capacity (MW) 

0 

Gross electricity generation (GWh) 

0 

Net electricity generation (GWh) 

0 
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Absolute scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

0 

Scope 1 emissions intensity (metric tons CO2e per GWh) 

0 

Comment 

 

Other renewable 

Nameplate capacity (MW) 

0 

Gross electricity generation (GWh) 

0 

Net electricity generation (GWh) 

0 

Absolute scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

0 

Scope 1 emissions intensity (metric tons CO2e per GWh) 

0 

Comment 

 

Other non-renewable 

Nameplate capacity (MW) 

0 
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Gross electricity generation (GWh) 

0 

Net electricity generation (GWh) 

0 

Absolute scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

0 

Scope 1 emissions intensity (metric tons CO2e per GWh) 

0 

Comment 

 

Total 

Nameplate capacity (MW) 

18,431 

Gross electricity generation (GWh) 

65,848 

Net electricity generation (GWh) 

61,795 

Absolute scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e) 

50,448,220 

Scope 1 emissions intensity (metric tons CO2e per GWh) 

816 

Comment 
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C-EU8.4 

(C-EU8.4) Does your electric utility organization have a  transmission and distribution business? 

Yes 

C-EU8.4a 

(C-EU8.4a) Disclose the following information about your transmission and distribution business. 

 

Country/Region 

China, Hong Kong Special Administrative Region 

Voltage level 

Transmission (high voltage) 

Annual load (GWh) 

34,284 

Annual energy losses (% of annual load) 

3.7 

Scope where emissions from energy losses are accounted for 

Scope 2 (location-based) 

Emissions from energy losses (metric tons CO2e) 

0 

Length of network (km) 

16,030 
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Number of connections 

15,099 

Area covered (km2) 

1,000 

Comment 

Our Transmission & Distribution (high voltage) network includes 400kV, 132kV, 33kV, and 11kV. Please note that the above disc losed “Scope 2 

emissions (metric tons CO2e)” is our Scope 1 emission (included in our Scope 1 emission figure) as electricity consumed was generated within 

CLP Power Hong Kong's own organisational boundary. 

C9. Additional metrics 

C9.1 

(C9.1) Provide any additional climate-related metrics relevant to your business. 

 

C-EU9.5a 

(C-EU9.5a) Break down, by source, your total planned CAPEX in your current CAPEX plan for power generation. 

Primary power 

generation 

source 

CAPEX planned for 

power generation 

from this source 

Percentage of total 

CAPEX planned for 

power generation 

End year 

of CAPEX 

plan 

Comment 

Other, please 

specify 

Renewable and 
low-carbon 
energy 

 100 2029 CLP is committed to a gradual retirement of its coal assets by 2050, and will no 

longer invest in new coal generation assets. This evolution creates the need to 

replace the revenue from coal-based generation over time. To this end, CLP is 

actively pursuing opportunities in clean energy, transmission and distribution, 

as well as in new energy services. 
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C-EU9.5b 

(C-EU9.5b) Break down your total planned CAPEX in your current CAPEX plan for products and services (e.g. smart grids, 

digitalization, etc.). 

Products and 

services 

Description of 

product/service 

CAPEX planned for 

product/service 

Percentage of total CAPEX planned products 

and services 

End of year CAPEX 

plan 

Other, please 

specify 

Innovation 
activities 

Innovation activities 150,000,000  2020 

C-CE9.6/C-CG9.6/C-CH9.6/C-CN9.6/C-CO9.6/C-EU9.6/C-MM9.6/C-OG9.6/C-RE9.6/C-ST9.6/C-

TO9.6/C-TS9.6 

(C-CE9.6/C-CG9.6/C-CH9.6/C-CN9.6/C-CO9.6/C-EU9.6/C-MM9.6/C-OG9.6/C-RE9.6/C-ST9.6/C-TO9.6/C-TS9.6) Does your organization 

invest in research and development (R&D) of low-carbon products or services related to your sector activities? 

 Investment in low-carbon R&D Comment 

Row 1 Yes  

C-CO9.6a/C-EU9.6a/C-OG9.6a 

(C-CO9.6a/C-EU9.6a/C-OG9.6a) Provide details of your organization's investments in low-carbon R&D for your sector activities over 

the last three years. 

Technology area Stage of 

development in 

the reporting 

year 

Average % of 

total R&D 

investment over 

the last 3 years 

R&D investment 

figure in the 

reporting year 

(optional) 

Comment 
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Other, please specify 

Renewable energy, 
energy services, and 
efficiencies and 
improvements in 
operations 

Small scale 

commercial 

deployment 

81-100%  In addition to low carbon generation, CLP also invests in 

innovation projects that contributes to dynamic system balancing, 

i.e. to design, build and operate systems that integrate centralised 

and decentralised generation, and balance dynamic customer 

demand against different generation profiles to optimise cost 

efficiency, reliability and environmental performance. This is 

essential as more renewable energy is being introduced to the 

grid, the challenges posed by its intermittent nature, which does 

not necessarily follow the local load profile, requires enhanced grid 

connectivity and system balancing solution on a larger scale. 

CLP’s investments and venture portfolio champion cutting edge 

technologies and start-ups that help strengthen the Group’s core 

business, nurture emerging businesses, and support the Group’s 

contribution towards a low carbon economy. 

Big data and artificial intelligence continue to help improve Group 

performance. More reliable predictive maintenance solutions and 

early fault detection through machine-learning models improve 

safety performance; more accurate load forecasting advances 

smart grid developments, and robotics process automation 

solutions automates manual business processes and improves 

productivity. The launch of Smart Energy Connect showcases 

capability to develop new lines of business. 

C10. Verification 

C10.1 

(C10.1) Indicate the verification/assurance status that applies to your reported emissions. 
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 Verification/assurance status 

Scope 1 Third-party verification or assurance process in place 

Scope 2 (location-based or market-based) Third-party verification or assurance process in place 

Scope 3 Third-party verification or assurance process in place 

C10.1a 

(C10.1a) Provide further details of the verification/assurance undertaken for your Scope 1  emissions, and attach the relevant 

statements. 

 

Verification or assurance cycle in place 

Annual process 

Status in the current reporting year 

Complete 

Type of verification or assurance 

Limited assurance 

Attach the statement 

 

Selected-Group-Level-Data-Assurance-Statement-2019 (1).pdf 

Page/ section reference 

p. 1-2, 9-10, 13-15 of "Selected-Group-Level-Data-Assurance-Statement-2019" 

Relevant standard 

Other, please specify 
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ISAE 3000 and ISAE 3410 

Proportion of reported emissions verified (%) 

100 

C10.1b 

(C10.1b) Provide further details of the verification/assurance undertaken for your Scope 2 emissions and attach the relevant 

statements. 

 

Scope 2 approach 

Scope 2 location-based 

Verification or assurance cycle in place 

Annual process 

Status in the current reporting year 

Complete 

Type of verification or assurance 

Limited assurance 

Attach the statement 

 

Selected-Group-Level-Data-Assurance-Statement-2019 (1).pdf 

Page/ section reference 

p. 1-2, 9-10, 13-15 of "Selected-Group-Level-Data-Assurance-Statement-2019" 

Relevant standard 
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Other, please specify 

ISAE 3000 and ISAE 3410 

Proportion of reported emissions verified (%) 

100 

C10.1c 

(C10.1c) Provide further details of the verification/assurance undertaken for your Scope 3 emissions and attach the relevant 

statements. 

 

Scope 3 category 

Scope 3: Purchased goods and services 

Verification or assurance cycle in place 

Annual process 

Status in the current reporting year 

Complete 

Type of verification or assurance 

Limited assurance 

Attach the statement 

 

Selected-Group-Level-Data-Assurance-Statement-2019 (1).pdf 

Page/section reference 

p. 1, 9, 13-15 of "Selected-Group-Level-Data-Assurance-Statement-2019" 
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Relevant standard 

Other, please specify 

ISAE 3000 and ISAE 3410 

Proportion of reported emissions verified (%) 

51 

 

Scope 3 category 

Scope 3: Fuel and energy-related activities (not included in Scopes 1 or 2) 

Verification or assurance cycle in place 

Annual process 

Status in the current reporting year 

Complete 

Type of verification or assurance 

Limited assurance 

Attach the statement 

 

Selected-Group-Level-Data-Assurance-Statement-2019 (1).pdf 

Page/section reference 

p. 1, 9, 13-15 of "Selected-Group-Level-Data-Assurance-Statement-2019" 

Relevant standard 

Other, please specify 

ISAE 3000 and ISAE 3410 
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Proportion of reported emissions verified (%) 

100 

 

Scope 3 category 

Scope 3: Use of sold products 

Verification or assurance cycle in place 

Annual process 

Status in the current reporting year 

Complete 

Type of verification or assurance 

Limited assurance 

Attach the statement 

 

Selected-Group-Level-Data-Assurance-Statement-2019 (1).pdf 

Page/section reference 

p. 1, 9, 13-15 of "Selected-Group-Level-Data-Assurance-Statement-2019" 

Relevant standard 

Other, please specify 

ISAE 3000 and ISAE 3410 

Proportion of reported emissions verified (%) 

100 
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C10.2 

(C10.2) Do you verify any climate-related information reported in your CDP disclosure other than the emissions figures reported in 

C6.1, C6.3, and C6.5? 

Yes 

C10.2a 

(C10.2a) Which data points within your CDP disclosure have been verified, and which verification standards were used? 

Disclosure 

module 

verification 

relates to 

Data verified Verification 

standard 

Please explain 

C6. Emissions data Year on year 

emissions intensity 

figure 

ISAE3000 and 

ISAE3410 

In our Climate Vision 2050, CLP sets targets to progressively reduce CO2 emissions intensity of 

its generation portfolio to 0.15 kgCO2/kWh by 2050 with interim targets in 2010, 2020, 2030 and 

2040. CLP tracks, verifies and reports the Group’s performance against these emission intensity 

reduction targets every year. For more information on our Climate Vision 2050 targets, please see 

our responses to question 4.1. 

1 

C8. Energy Renewable energy 

products 

ISAE3000 and 

ISAE3410 

We verified our total renewable energy sent out (% and GWh) based on an equity basis, and 

equity plus long-term capacity and energy purchase basis annually together with the Sustainability 

Report production process since 2019. 

1 

C8. Energy Energy 

consumption 

ISAE3000 and 

ISAE3410 

We verified our total fuel use in coal, gas and oil for power generation (TJ) based on an equity 

plus long-term capacity and energy purchase basis annually together with the Sustainability 

Report production process since 2019. 

1 
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1Selected-Group-Level-Data-Assurance-Statement-2019 (1).pdf 

C11. Carbon pricing 

C11.1 

(C11.1) Are any of your operations or activities regulated by a carbon pricing system (i.e. ETS, Cap & Trade or Carbon Tax)? 

Yes 

C11.1a 

(C11.1a) Select the carbon pricing regulation(s) which impacts your operations. 

Australia ERF Safeguard Mechanism - ETS 

C11.1b 

(C11.1b) Complete the following table for each of the emissions trading schemes you are regulated by. 

Australia ERF Safeguard Mechanism 

% of Scope 1 emissions covered by the ETS 

100 

% of Scope 2 emissions covered by the ETS 

0 

Period start date 

July 1, 2019 

Period end date 
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June 30, 2020 

Allowances allocated 

198,000,000 

Allowances purchased 

0 

Verified Scope 1 emissions in metric tons CO2e 

198,000,000 

Verified Scope 2 emissions in metric tons CO2e 

0 

Details of ownership 

Other, please specify 

A baseline is applied across the Australian electricity generation sector, which will apply to EnergyAustralia’s facilities (own and operate) 

with annual scope 1 emissions of more than 100,000 tCO2e if the sectoral- baseline is exceeded. 

Comment 

Participation under the Safeguard Mechanism rules applies to EnergyAustralia facilities with annual scope 1 emissions of more than 100,000 

tCO2e. A baseline is applied across the Australian electricity generation sector, with individual generators required to purchase offsets for 

emissions that exceed their applicable baselines only in the event that the sectoral- baseline is exceeded. This is unlikely as the sector’s total 

emissions continue to decline. 

 

EnergyAustralia falls within the remit of the Safeguard Mechanism (SGM) but is not currently subject to an emissions cap or associated carbon 

offset purchase duties.  This is because the electricity sector is covered by a sector-wide baseline of 198 million tCO2e.  Individual baselines for 

grid-connected electricity generators will only be used to impose carbon restrictions if the total electricity sector baseline is exceeded. 

 

Under the National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting (Safeguard Mechanism) Rule 2015, the Safeguard Mechanism is administered by the 

Clean Energy Regulator (CER) through the National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting (NGER) scheme. It came into effect on 1 July 2016 and 

applies to facilities across the economy with scope 1 emissions of more than 100,000tCO2e. The Safeguard Mechanism encourages large 
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facilities to keep their emissions at or below emissions baselines set by the CER.  Baselines were determined from the highest level of NGERS 

scope 1 emissions for the facility between 2009-10 and 2013-14. 

C11.1d 

(C11.1d) What is your strategy for complying with the systems you are regulated by or anticipate being regulated by? 

The electricity sector is covered by a sectoral baseline of 198 million tCO2e. Individual baselines for grid-connected electricity generators will only apply 

if the electricity sectoral baseline is exceeded. If this occurs, a facility has 3 years to reduce its average emissions to below its individual baseline. Total 

annual emissions from the electricity sector has been in decline and in 2017/18 totaled 169 million tCO2e. EnergyAustralia continues to monitor power 

station emissions under National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting regulations to ensure that our Safeguard Mechanism sector baseline isn’t 

breached. The risk of this baseline being exceeded remains very low. The Government of the state of Victoria has committed to introducing emissions 

reduction targets commencing 2025. We await confirmation of these targets, as well as information about which sectors in the economy might be 

charged with delivering carbon abatement and what policy supports might be put in place. We operate our emissions intensive Yallourn power station 

and brown coal mine within this state and are monitoring developments closely. 

C11.2 

(C11.2) Has your organization originated or purchased any project-based carbon credits within the reporting period? 

Yes 

C11.2a 

(C11.2a) Provide details of the project-based carbon credits originated or purchased by your organization in the reporting period. 

 

Credit origination or credit purchase 

Credit origination 

Project type 

Other, please specify 
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Solar and Wind 

Project identification 

CLP Indian's renewable energy generation 

Verified to which standard 

Other, please specify 

CDM (Clean Development Mechanism) & VCS (Verified Carbon Standard) 

Number of credits (metric tonnes CO2e) 

1,989,854 

Number of credits (metric tonnes CO2e): Risk adjusted volume 

1,989,854 

Credits cancelled 

No 

Purpose, e.g. compliance 

Voluntary Offsetting 

C11.3 

(C11.3) Does your organization use an internal price on carbon? 

No, and we do not currently anticipate doing so in the next two years 

C12. Engagement 

C12.1 

(C12.1) Do you engage with your value chain on climate-related issues? 
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Yes, our suppliers 

Yes, our customers 

C12.1a 

(C12.1a) Provide details of your climate-related supplier engagement strategy. 

 

Type of engagement 

Information collection (understanding supplier behavior) 

Details of engagement 

Collect climate change and carbon information at least annually from suppliers 

% of suppliers by number 

11 

% total procurement spend (direct and indirect) 

71 

% of supplier-related Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5 

 

Rationale for the coverage of your engagement 

Our engagement focuses on helping suppliers to be considered for contract award for critical projects, whose criticality is determined based on 

the spend value and potential sustainability impact of the products/services being sourced. Critical projects represent a significant majority of 

CLP’s sourcing and contracting values. 

 

In 2019, critical projects represented 71% of total procurement projects by value (compared to 91% in 2018) and were subject to sustainability 

risk assessments as described under “Impact of engagement, including measures of success”.  A significant share of our third-party spend is 

with local suppliers who support local communities while meeting CLP’s business needs, complying with legal and performance requirements, 
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and maintaining internationally competitive pricing. In 2019, we procured from 6,362 suppliers representing a total of HK$36.73 billion across 

CLP Group – 87% of which originated from local suppliers based in Australia, India, Mainland China, and Hong Kong. Aiming to identify 

collaboration opportunities on improving sustainability performance, we assessed 45 strategic suppliers against sustainability requirements and 

conducted follow-up site visits with five key suppliers in the past year. 

Impact of engagement, including measures of success 

As part of the critical projects, we include a Responsible Procurement (RePPS) Questionnaire in our issued tender document to collect 

information on suppliers’ sustainability status and practices when selecting and evaluating our suppliers.  Based on the principle of supplier’s 

self-declaration and voluntary disclosure, the questionnaire comprises 5 key sections – “Corporate Responsibility”, “Legal and Regulatory 

Compliance”, “Respect for People”, “Ethics and Business Conduct”, and “Responsible Environmental Stewardship” which explore suppliers’ 

existing policies and/or practices. The “Responsible Environmental Stewardship” section includes a question on whether suppliers track and 

report their most material environmental impacts (including GHG emissions). Also, we track whether our suppliers publicly disclose their 

environmental performance on a regular basis and/ or respond to any external environmental/ sustainability surveys, such as via sustainability/ 

corporate social responsibility report and CDP. CLP expects suppliers to aim to continuously improve their sustainability practices over time and 

the questionnaire is a means for suppliers to keep CLP informed of such developments. 

 

We measure success of the engagement by (1) ensuring a high engagement rate of current suppliers identified with high sustainability risk; and 

(2) tracking the percentage of current suppliers with corrective action plans that have improved their ESG performance within 12 months of the 

plan’s launch. 

In 2019, we engaged 100% of the suppliers identified with high exposure to sustainability risks. Our assessment and monitoring mechanisms 

have confirmed there were no significant risk findings related to our Responsible Procurement Policy Statement in 2019. These engagements 

help us monitor and manage environmental risks along our supply chain, and enable us to build longer term relationship with our suppliers for 

sustainability improvements. To further demonstrate our commitment to sustainable procurement, CLP Power Hong Kong became a founding 

member of the Green Council "Sustainable Procurement Charter" since 2018. This cross-industry charter replaces and expands on the "Green 

Purchasing Charter", of which CLP was a founding member in 2017. 

Comment 
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C12.1b 

(C12.1b) Give details of your climate-related engagement strategy with your customers. 

 

Type of engagement 

Collaboration & innovation 

Details of engagement 

Run a campaign to encourage innovation to reduce climate change impacts 

% of customers by number 

100 

% of customer - related Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5 

 

Please explain the rationale for selecting this group of customers and scope of engagement 

We consider helping communities to decarbonise can maximise our contribution in responding to climate change, therefore we provide tools 

and programmes to engage all our customers and collaborate with the community to promote energy efficiency and conservation. 

 

For instance, in Hong Kong, the CLP Eco Building Fund has extended to cover eligible commercial buildings, industrial buildings and composite 

buildings and their nearby ancillary facilities, helping them to pay for the capital costs for energy efficiency upgrades. In Jan 2019, we have 

launched a new CLP Community Energy Saving Fund to promote low-carbon lifestyles, and subsidise business customers to improve energy 

efficiency of their electrical equipment, The Fund targets on a wide spectrum of stakeholders, as we believe that everyone needs to be engaged 

and adopt a low carbon lifestyle to lower the city's GHG emissions, with a target to support the underprivileged. We also introduced the FiT 

scheme in May 2018, which shortens payback period for solar and/or wind power systems. This FiT scheme covers all our retail customers in 

Hong Kong. 

 

In Australia, we proactively communicate energy efficiency tips and the impact of the carbon offset projects through our website and customer 
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communication channels. Customers can view EnergyAustralia’s carbon credentials and commitment to be carbon neutral by 2050 on our 

website, as well as our approach to reducing emissions and how we support them in making sustainable energy choices. 

Vulnerable customers on our EnergyAssist program can also access the tips over the phone or by booking in an in-home audit. Our Go Neutral 

program offers offsets for all the carbon emissions generated from the electricity our customers use in their home at no added cost. For 

customers with solar, we offer a feed-in-tariff (FiT), which is a credit that offsets a customer’s bill for any unused electricity that their solar power 

system generates and sends back to the power grid.Our business teams also work with our customers on their energy efficiency concerns, offer 

them tools to monitor and control their energy use and improve the efficiency of their electrical appliances. 

 

Impact of engagement, including measures of success 

We measure the success of the engagement by the engagement rate of our initiatives, in which 100% of our retail customers globally are 

engaged. 

CLP modified the scheme application procedures after collecting views and opinion from stakeholders. Despite CLP’s communication of details 

about Feed-in Tariff (FiT) Scheme to the contractors, many contractors still raised concerns during the application and approval process. Before 

and after the launch of the FiT Scheme, CLP participated in several forums organised by the Government departments and green groups, and 

we organised our own seminars and roadshows to explain the applications procedures and potential challenges to contractors. A total of 6 

roadshows and 48 seminars were organised from the scheme inception, outreaching to over 4,600 stakeholders. 

 

For the Eco Building Fund, HK$100 million is awarded each year, and we set an annual target to provide subsidies to 400 residential blocks and 

C&I buildings for carrying out improvement work to enhance energy efficiency of communal areas of the buildings, aiming at saving 48GWh 

energy per year. The target in 2019 was successfully achieved. We received over 6,900 applications for the FiT Scheme by the end of 

December 2019, with around 84% of the projects representing a total capacity of around 90MW already approved or connected to the grid. 

Various initiatives under the CLP Community Energy Saving Fund also reached over 40,000 households in 2019, with each receiving a HK$500 

electricity subsidy by the end of December 2019. 

 

Over 194,000 EnergyAustralia business and residential customers are on solar plans. Go Neutral continues to grow with 220,000 customers 

choosing 100% carbon neutral electricity for their homes by the end of 2019. Through the program we have surrendered a total of 1.6m tonnes 

of offsets, equivalent to taking approximately 500,000 cars off the road for a year. Due to the successful take up of the program by our 

customers, in 2020 we became one of the first Australian retailers to offer the option of offsetting customers gas emissions. 
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C12.3 

(C12.3) Do you engage in activities that could either directly or indirectly influence public policy on climate-related issues through 

any of the following? 

Direct engagement with policy makers 

Trade associations 

Funding research organizations 

Other 

C12.3a 

(C12.3a) On what issues have you been engaging directly with policy makers? 

Focus of 

legislation 

Corporate 

position 

Details of engagement Proposed legislative solution 

Clean 

energy 

generation 

Support Engagement includes with Government, Departments and other 

relevant bodies through forums, meetings and written submissions 

regarding grid-scale renewable energy targets and 

decarbonization targets. 

Support where appropriately targeted, effective consultation has 

occurred and full assessment of risks to citizens are identified and 

managed appropriately. 

 

The Hong Kong Government is developing a long-term 

decarbonisation strategy and as part of this exercise, in June 2019 

the Council for Sustainable Development launched a public 

engagement exercise on ways to reduce the city’s carbon 

emissions.  CLP issued a response document to highlight that 

CLP commits to long-term decarbonisation to combat climate 

change and two broad directions that could increase the supply of 

CLP Group’s Climate Vision 2050 guides the company’s 

various initiatives in supporting the development of clean 

energy. 

In Hong Kong, CLP Power commits to long-term 

decarbonisation to combat climate change. The Hong Kong 

Government’s energy policy objectives – ensuring the 

community’s needs are met safely, reliably, efficiently and at 

reasonable prices, with minimal environmental impact – are 

fully aligned with CLP’s purpose. 

EnergyAustralia also supports energy and climate policy that 

is durable, national, market-based, integrated and 

technology neutral. Consistent with this view, we consider a 

market-based carbon scheme provides the best investment 

environment to deliver a clean energy future at lowest cost 

to customers. 
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low-carbon electricity: adding local gas-fired generation, and 

sourcing more zero-carbon energy via regional cooperation.  

Engagement includes briefings to different stakeholder groups to 

deepen their understanding about the opportunities and 

challenges of CLP Power’s options. 

C12.3b 

(C12.3b) Are you on the board of any trade associations or do you provide funding beyond membership? 

Yes 

C12.3c 

(C12.3c) Enter the details of those trade associations that are likely to take a position on climate change legislation. 

 

Trade association 

Business Environment Council (Hong Kong) 

Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs? 

Consistent 

Please explain the trade association’s position 

The Business Environment Council (BEC) plays a leading role in advocating the business case for environmental excellence in Hong Kong. It is 

a membership organisation with over 200 members spanning major listed and multi-national companies as well as small and medium-sized 

enterprises, from a wide range of sectors. While it does not have a position statement, its members are committed to actively engaging with the 

HKSAR Government on a range of issues relating to the environment and sustainability, and its ongoing work reflects the increasing interest in 

Hong Kong’s business and financial world in supporting environmental protection and a low carbon economy. 

How have you influenced, or are you attempting to influence their position? 
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Our CEO has been a Director since 2012 and is currently the Chairman of the Board of Directors. We actively participate in events, public 

consultations and working groups related to our areas or issues of concern organised by the BEC. We engage in constructive dialogue with the 

BEC and its members, and support their responses to consultation on public policy. Through BEC, we also maintain regular dialogue with policy 

makers; rather than seeking to influence policy, we seek to support the Government's policy and action plan. 

 

Trade association 

Australian Energy Council 

Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs? 

Consistent 

Please explain the trade association’s position 

The Australian Energy Council was formed in 2016 and represents 24 major electricity and downstream natural gas businesses operating in 

competitive wholesale and retail energy markets. It advocates for the interest of generators and retailers operating in in Australia’s competitive 

wholesale and retail energy markets. These businesses collectively generate the overwhelming majority of electricity in Australia and sell gas 

and electricity to over 10 million homes and businesses. 

How have you influenced, or are you attempting to influence their position? 

EnergyAustralia is represented on the board of the AEC, Mark Collette, Executive – Energy is a Director on the AEC Board. EnergyAustralia is 

an active participant in its various working groups covering a range of competitive energy market issues including reviews of wholesale market 

operation, competitive retail markets and emission reduction policies. 

 

Trade association 

Energy Transition Commission 

Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs? 

Consistent 
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Please explain the trade association’s position 

Supports energy system transition by informing what it will take to create credible, accelerating transitions towards universal, clean energy 

systems across the world. Current focus is on helping harder-to-abate sectors reach net-zero carbon emissions. 

How have you influenced, or are you attempting to influence their position? 

Having joined in August 2018, the CEO of CLP is one of a diverse group of leaders from the public, private and NGO sectors in the 

Commission. 

C12.3d 

(C12.3d) Do you publicly disclose a list of all research organizations that you fund? 

Yes 

C12.3e 

(C12.3e) Provide details of the other engagement activities that you undertake. 

Educate the public on climate change:  CLP collaborated with City University of Hong Kong (CityU) to set up the CLP Power Low Carbon Energy 

Education Centre (LCEEC) on campus at CityU since 2017.  The Centre is open to public and has five themed zones that present an interactive 

learning experience covering the generation principles, applications, advantages and limitations of different low carbon energy sources, as well as the 

future development. One of the key objectives of the LCEEC is to educate the community about climate change and the importance of low carbon 

energy. Guided tours are arranged for our stakeholders to raise their awareness about the urgent need to tackle climate change. The Centre has 

received over 26,000 visitors since its operations in 2017. 

 

Access to innovative technologies: In the global effort to combat climate change, consumers and businesses need access to innovative technologies to 

improve energy efficiency and reduce emissions. CLP continued to pursue partnerships with start-up energy technology companies from around the 

world in 2019 as a member of the Free Electrons accelerator programme to fast track the development of innovative products and services. We 

brought Free Electrons to Hong Kong for the first time in 2019. The event connected utility companies with some of the world’s most innovative start-up 

companies behind new technologies that deliver smarter and cleaner energy.  
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Solar technology deployment: International Solar Alliance is a treaty-based, inter-governmental organisation which was established in December 2015 

at COP-21. In June 2016, the Alliance entered into an agreement with the World Bank to raise US$1 trillion by 2030 to meet the Paris Agreement 

objectives. CLP is supporting the Indian Government’s plan to deploy solar technology across the country.  

 

Climate-related policy's engagement: CLP is participating in various initiatives, such as the Climate Policy Working Group, TCFD Electric Utilities 

Preparer Forum, the Energy Solutions project, and the Redefining Value program of the World Business Council for Sustainable Development. WBCSD 

is a global, CEO-led organisation of over 200 businesses, working to accelerate the transition to a sustainable world. It targets the realisation of the 

SDGs through six work programmes including Circular Economy, Cities and Mobility, Climate & Energy, Food & Nature, Redefining Value and People. 

C12.3f 

(C12.3f) What processes do you have in place to ensure that all of your direct and indirect activities that influence policy are 

consistent with your overall climate change strategy? 

The power sector has been and continues to be a heavily regulated sector. Hence, we maintain regular communications with governments and 

regulators. Communications traditionally focused more on operational compliance, however, there is an increasing need to communicate and discuss 

new emerging challenges that require more strategic and even deep-rooted systemic changes in the energy sector. As a result, our engagement with 

governments and regulators is imperative to deliver on sustainable low carbon energy systems for the future. Concerning the electricity industry, we do 

take public policy positions and participate in the discussions. In bringing our industry expertise to the table, we can add value to the discussion on how 

best to structure rules for our industry going forward, as both technology and public demand for our product evolves.   

 

In Australia, all climate change-related engagements are vetted by our Climate Change Strategy Principal with the Government and Policy team, which 

is responsible for related external stakeholder engagement at the group level. This team helps to ensure consistency between our climate position, as 

documented in our Carbon Neutral by 2050 paper, and our external communication in this area.  

 

When joining any organisation, respective Public Affairs team at the relevant geography acts as a control point and will consider the appropriateness of 

the membership request. The Group CEO or respective MD approves the participation, to ensure the position of the organisation supports CLP’s 

mission, in particular its ambition towards decarbonisation.  
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C12.4 

(C12.4) Have you published information about your organization’s response to climate change and GHG emissions performance for 

this reporting year in places other than in your CDP response? If so, please attach the publication(s). 

 

Publication 

In mainstream reports, incorporating the TCFD recommendations 

Status 

Complete 

Attach the document 

 

CLP 2019 SR Full_Material_Topics_Standard_Disclosure.pdf 

Selected-Group-Level-Data-Assurance-Statement-2019 (1).pdf 

C12.4_Carbon-Neutral-by-2050_v2_EA.pdf 

CLP 2019 SR - HKEx ESG Content Index.pdf 

CLP 2019 SR - GRI Standards Content Index.pdf 

CLP_CV2050.pdf 

CLP Sustainability Report 2019 - Glossary.pdf 

FY2019_Climate Action Finance Report - Assurance Report.pdf 

CLP 2019 SR - Safety and Environmental Systems.pdf 

2019 Climate Action Finance Report.pdf 

CLP 2019 SR - Asset Performance Statistics.pdf 
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Page/Section reference 

Sustainability Governance - "CLP 2019 SR Full..." p. 22-24 

Strategy - Responding to Climate Change/ Climate Change/ Climate Vision 2050 - "CLP 2019 SR Full..." p. 32-41, 129-142; "CLP_CV2050" full 

document 

Risk and opportunities - Responding to Climate Change/ Climate scenario analysis/ Climate Vision 2050 - "CLP 2019 SR Full..."p. 32-41; 

"CLP_CV2050" full doc. 

Emission figures and other metrics -  "CLP 2019 SR Full..." p. 32-41, 129-142; "CLP 2019 SR - Asset Performance Statistics" full doc. 

Content elements 

Governance 

Strategy 

Risks & opportunities 

Emissions figures 

Emission targets 

Other metrics 

Comment 

 

C15. Signoff 

C-FI 

(C-FI) Use this field to provide any additional information or context that you feel is relevant to your organization's response. Please 

note that this field is optional and is not scored. 

 

C15.1 

(C15.1) Provide details for the person that has signed off (approved) your CDP climate change response. 
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 Job title Corresponding job category 

Row 1 Chief Operating Officer, Group Operations Chief Operating Officer (COO) 

Submit your response 

In which language are you submitting your response? 

English 

Please confirm how your response should be handled by CDP 

 I am submitting to Public or Non-Public Submission 

I am submitting my response Investors Public 

 

 

Please confirm below 

I  have read and accept the applicable Terms 

 


